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Abstract 

Towards Autonomous Excavation of Fragrnented Rock: 
Experiments, Modelling, Identification and Controi 

Joshua Alexander Marshall 
Master of Science (Engineering) 

Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Queen's University 

July, 2001 

Increased cornpetition and recent globalization in the minerals industry has re- 

sdted in further demands for advanced mining equipment technology. The au- 

tonornous excavation problem for fragmentai rock entails the design of a control sys- 

tem capable of regulating the complicated bucket-rock interactions that occur dunng 

excavation operations. A notable amount of previous work has been perfomed to a4- 

dress the excavation autcdation problem, aithough this work has mainly focused on 

the excavation of granular matenal such as soi1 rather than on rock. Moreover, none 

has resulted in widespread industry adoption of automated rock loading technologies. 

This t hesis revisits the autonomous excavation problem for fragmenteci rock from 

a fresh perspective, and in particular, focuses on the problem of autonomous excava- 

tion using load-haul-dump (LHD) underground mining machines. First, an extensive 

review of the st ate-of-t he-art in autonomous excavation is provided. Then, results of 

pioneering fuii-scale experimentai studies are provided. These studies were carried 

out with the intent of identifying the evolution of machine parameters during free- 

space motions of the employed LHD mechanism, and during a selection of excavation 

trials conducted by skilIed operators in fiagmented rock typicai of an underground 

hard-rock mining scenario. It was discovered that information cont ained wit hin act u- 

ating cylinder pressure signais might offer a means for identification of the bucket-rock 

interaction status. 

Having reviewed 

equations of motion, 

the conventional techniques for development of robot dynamical 

the results are presented of modelhg the LHD loader mechanism 



motions in free-space and while in contact with a rock pile ushg  the nonhwr y* 

tem identification technique known as  parde l  cascade identification (PCI) . Alt hough 

the resulting identified models were not as accurate as might have been hoped, it 

was concludeci, through subsequent observations, that an excavation control system 

might be realizable by interpretation of measured forces in the LHD machine dump 

cylinder as an indication of bucket-rock interaction intensity. Based on these findings. 

a framework is provided for an admittance-type control system, where the bucket is 

commanded to respond to sensed cyhder  forces with prescribed dynamics, providing 

a basis for the autonomous excavation of fragmented rock. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

There exist very few robot ta& that require as compücated an interaction with the 

environment as the excavation problem for fragmented rock. Automation of such 

work requires a system that is responsive to the machine-environment interaction 

forces experienced during excavation. in addition to providing an extensive review 

of literature on the subject, the research presented in this dissertation attempts to 

discover a technique for m o d e h g  of the excavation process based on unique fidi- 

scale experimental studies. A mode1 which captures the fundamental nature of the 

events in question is desired, to the extent that new control i d e s  may be synthe 

sized. Through pioneering full-scale experiments, observations regarding the stat us 

of certain operating parameters during excavation are subsequently transfarmed inta 

a systems approach to excavation control. This introductory chapter provides some 

background and insight into the unsolved problem of autonomous rock excavation, in 

addition to a kamework for the thesis materid that foiiows. 

1.1 Motivation 

Due to increased cornpetition and globalkation in the mineral industry, mining com- 

paries have been attempting to dewlop and impiement new and innovative technolo- 



boom 

lift cylinder(s) 

Figure 1. I : Schematic drawing of the load-haul-dump (LHD) machine 

gies [6]. Among such efforts ha .  been a move towards automated mobile equipment, 

including robotic excavation. Alt hough the concept of autoriornous excavation has 

gained some attention in the last decade, few investigations into the development 

of such technologies have been reported for large and non-homogenous excavation 

media, such as fragmented rock1. 

In particular, this thesis focuses on the problem of autonomous excavation using 

a load-haul-dump (LHD) underground mining machine. Such LHD machines are 

used extensively in underground mining applications to gather and transport ore 

boom drawpoints to hadage vehicles or underground orepasses. These machines are 

e d y  recognizable by their chsracteristic geometry. They are a front-end-loader style, 

hydrauiicdy actuated, and articulated vehicle. They are typicdy driven by a diesel 

engine or electric motors, while steering is accomplished through application of a 

torque at the vertical steering joint that forms the point of articulation. Figure 1.1 

presents a schematic drawing that shows the LHD machine geometry used for the 

research cornmunicated by this dissertation. 

The load-haul-dump cycle is one that is repetitive and bence weil suited for au- 

LHerein, the term eremofion Rfers typicdy to the excavation task carrieci out in fragmenteci 
rock, as opposed to in other excavation media (e.g. soil or gtavei). 



tcunation. Several paaies have attempted ta automste the trarnming (ha&} por- 

tion of the load-haul-dump cycle, or have at least proposed solutions to the problem 

[17, 35, 57, '14, 991. To date, most underground navigation systems rely on installed 

infrastructure for guidance, dthough laser and/or carnera guided systems are not 

far from becoming feasible and economical. Obviously, the problem of autonomously 

dumping the bucket load is one that is relatively simple in cornparison to autonomous 

navigation and bucket loading. Subsequently, the problem of autonornous navigation 

is thought to be less cornplex than that of autonomous loading, for reasons that will 

become evident in the foliowing chapters. 

The environments in which LHD machines are required to operate tend to be 

particularly hazardous in that the loading of ore occurs at undergrmnd àrawpoints. 

These drawpoints often pose the dangers of falling or shifting broken rock dunng 

loading. In order to increase safety during such operations, remote control and tele- 

operation technologies have already been developed for LHD operators [48]. The 

obvious next step is development of a reliable system for autonomous loading of 

fragmenteci rock. 

In addition to increased safew, automation of the loading task has the potential 

to provide enhanced productivity, through improved machine utilization and superior 

machine performance. Unlike a human operator, an automated machine could remain 

steadily productive: irrespective of environmental conditions or prolonged work hours. 

In addition, an automated loader might generate more accurate loading, making up 

for shortcoming in operator skill. Findy, operator abuse and machine Wear would 

rnost likely be diminished through automation, possibly resulting in better machine 

reliability and reduced maintenance costs. 

As will be seen in chapter 2, despite the fact that a significant amount of pre- 

vious work, both theoretical and experimental, has been conducted to address the 

autonomous excavation problem, widespread adoption of automated loading has yet 



ta accu in the rnining industxy- Fhthennore, litetatme on ~ h e  subjeck indicaties thab 

there is a surprishg lack of knowkdge with regards to the fragrnented rock excavation 

process, and more specificaiiy, with regards to the interpretation of dynamic forces 

that impact the loader's bucket as it passes through the rock pile. It is perhaps for 

t his reason t hat effective, systematic techniques for trajectory generation and control 

have yet to be invented for this task. 

1.2 Problem Formulation 

-4 system developed for autonomous excavation of fragrnented rock is one that might 

have numerous potential applications, not only in the underground mining industry, 

but in other situations, such as for open-pit mining, ccastruction, or even extra- 

terrestrial exploration. The commonality in these prospect ive applications lies in the 

nature of the excavation task. Ail such tasks utilize an excavation machine that 

employs some form of bucket as an excavation tool. The bucket is in turn engaged 

with the environment to remove or extract a particular resource, often under variable 

and unpredictable working conditions. 

iUthough there exist a variety of potential applications and a number of possible 

machine types for implementation, as was stated in the previous section, this thesis 

focuses on the use of LHD underground mining machines for autonomous excavation 

of bagmented rock as it occurs in an underground mining situation. 

What makes the autonomous excavation probtem so challenging is the nature of 

bucket-rock interactions that occur during the excavation process. The performance 

of an excavator is strongly dictateci by the conditions of interaction between the 

machine and the given pile of kagmented rock. For example, the resistance faced by 

an excavator bucket as it attempts to penetrate the rock pile may vary significantly 

dependhg upon, most notably, the properties of the excavation media (e-g. density 



and hardness), the rock pile g e o ~ ~ e ~ ~ y ,  d the  &Fibution of péu%i& siaes and 

shapes. Indeed, it would be very difiicuit to  predetermine the exact nature of future 

bucket-rock interactions prior to the excavation operation. 

As wili be discussed in chapter 2, others have formulated the autonomous exca- 

vation problem in its broadest meaning, incorporating the need for overall planning 

of the excavation goal. For example, a possible generalized excavation goal might be: 

"Remove a pile and clean the site in an area of D x E m2 centering at (X,, Y,) in 

the coordinate system P" (91, page 31. However, in tbis dissertation, consideration 

is not given to the problem in this general sense. Instead, focus is devoted to the 

question of how to compute the necessary actuator control inputs during the loading 

operation, based on sensor feedback and some understanding of the involved pro- 

cesses, so that the excavator bucket might be med  completely and reliably a t  each 

loading iteration. In fact, the problem formulation is narrowed fùrther in that only 

the lift and dump cylinders are considered as controliable actuators. For the purposes 

of this dissertation, an assumption was made that any tractive effort supplied by the 

vehicle is generdy constant throughout the loading operation, and that control of the 

tractive effort would not provide any significant contribution towardç ao autonomous 

excavation systern (i.e. effective filling of the bucket relies primarily on the appropri- 

ate selection of Lift and dump cylinder motions). This assumption is reviewed again 

in chapter 7. The scope of this dissertation, in the problem context given above, is 

ou tlined in the section t hat follows immediately. 

1.3 Scope of Work 

As will be seen in chapter 2, some previous researchers have considered the problem of 

capturing the esent id  aspects of the excavation process for the purposes of simulation 

and controller deveiopment to be extremely difficult, if not impossible. Furthemore, 



i t  was b v e r e d  tbat thera hava b e e ~  no ~epo&s h the open hter&u~e, b b  ren& 

date's knowledge, of full-scde data acquisition experiments involving the excavation 

of fragrnented rock. These f inbgs  combined to help shape the scope of work for this 

t hesis. 

Given the problem formulation and focus described in the previous section, it 

was learned that there indeed exist significant challenges in the tasks of deriving the 

machine dynamics and, most notably, modelling the complex dynamics of the loading 

process (Le. bucket-rock interaction). Consequently, the scope of thij dissertation 

encompasses the following principal research objectives: 

1. A comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art in excavation process modelling, 

and in research towards autonomous excavation of fragmented rock, with an  

emphasis on works relating specificdy to LHD machine automation; 

2. Implement and document the apparatus, methodology, procedure, and results 

of Ml-scde experimental excavation studies, conducted using an actual LHD 

machine operating in fragmented rock typical of a hard-rock mining scenario: 

3. Investigate conventional techniques, such as those used in robot design and anal- 

pis, for the formulation of machine dynamics towards simulation and control; 

4. Endeavour to construct a mode1 that d c i e n t I y  captures the necessary aspects 

of the fragrnented rock excavation process, utilizing a nonlinear system identi- 

fication technique known as pardel csscade identification (PCI), such that the 

set of identified models might be used for simulation and as a tool for controller 

design, and; 

5. Formulate a systematic strategy for controiler developrnent towards autonomous 

excavation of fragmenteci rock, based on observations d r a m  fiom the experi- 

mental and modelling studies. 



Akhough the sbated seope of wofk a k s  te eonentrate cm a sekt  kw rasks 

relating to the autonomous excavation problem, it is the candidate's hope that the 

formulation and findings of this thesis might act as a starting point for hiture research 

dong similar Lines. 

1.4 Format of Thesis 

In the next chapter, a review of the current Iiterature on the issue of autonomous 

excavation is provided. Although attention is given to a variety of content, partic- 

ular consideration is paid to those works that relate specifically the excavation of 

fragmented rock. In addition, a brief analysis is given of some recently patented 

technology in connection wit h autonomous excavation. 

In chapter 3, brief appraisals of the pertinent literature in closed-chain mecha- 

nism dynamics and in techniques for nonlinear system modeilhg are supplied. Once 

again, focus is given to material that is most applicable to the problem at  hand. 

The nonlinear syst em identification technique known as parallel cascade ident ifica- 

tion (PCI) is subsequently introduced, foiiowed by some theory and details specific 

to the algorithm. 

Chapter 4 gives a thorough presentation of pioneering experimental studies in rock 

excavation, performed as an integral part of the research contributing to this disserta- 

tion. FUI-scale excavation experiments were carried out using a My-equipped Tam- 

rock EJC 9t model LHD machine in fragmented rock taken directly from an under- 

ground mining blast. .Ample discussions surroundhg the apparatus and methodology 

are put f o m d ,  in addition to a thorough exposition of the experimental results. 

In an attempt to taekle a problem that has yet to be successfully solved in the 

literature, a t  Ieast in the sense of completeness, chapter 5 attempts to model the 

dynanics of the Ioading proces through application of the PCI algorithm. The pur- 



pose CIE bbb ehepter kt te discover e megns by ~ h i &  the examtbn prccess might be 

simulatecl, with the intention that the outcome be used as a tool for controuer design. 

An initial attempt to mode1 only the Ioader mechanism dynamics is provided, with- 

out concern for interaction of the bucket with the rock pile. The machine dynamics 

modehg  problem is approached fiom both analytical and empirical perspectives, a p  

plying techniques typical to the analysis of robot manipulators, and finally, using the 

PCI algorithm. In addition, the use of artificial neural networks or a distinct element 

method (DEM) as potential alternatives to the PCI approach are briefly discussed. 

Based on the experimentd and rnodelling results of chapters 4 and 5, chapter 

6 attempts to formulate an approach for control of the loader mechanism towards 

autonomous excavation using ideas from the field of cornpliant motion control. 

Finally, chapter 7 provides conclusion and summary remarks regarding the re- 

search conducted in support of this thesis. IR addition, issues for future work are 

discussed in an effort to provide some incentive for continuation of work towards 

autonomous excavation of fragmenteci rock. 



Chapter 2 

Literature and Technology Review 

.\s was mentioned in chapter 1, there has been a significant amount of previous 

research conducted in the field of autonomous excavation. Despite this fact, none has 

resulted in widespread development of autonomous excavation technologies for the 

mining industry, nor any other relevant industry. 

This chapter presents a rather extensive look at the state-of-the-art in autonomous 

excavation, including a review of the most pertinent literature and a brief analysis 

of curent patented technology. Although a spectrum of üterature is presented, par- 

ticular focus is given to those works relating most specifically to the excavation of 

fragmented rock, and above all to the automation of LHD mining machines. 

2.1 Studies in Fragmented Rock Excavation 

Perhaps the most significant number of contributions in the literature pertaining 

specifically to the problem of automated loading of rock in underground mining has 

been by Hemami of the Canadian Centre for Automation and Robotics in Minang at 

École Polytechnique in Montréal QC, Canada. Among the 6rst of Hemami's papers 

was a piorteering exercise in deriving the kinematics and performing a force analysis 

for a generalized LHD loader mechanism. In this work, Hemami and Daneshmend 



w{ presented an d f i i e d  sb&y OE bhe W ~ F  meehmkzn geometmy and tihe required 

hydraulic cyiinder forces through treatment of the mechanism as a robot rnanipulator. 

In (271, Hemami admowledged that the trajectory control of standard industrial 

robots (e.g. welding or cutting robots) is different than the control required for loading 

of an LHD bucket. It was suggested that the trajectory a loader bucket should follow 

through the rock pile not have priority in the control scheme, since the objective is 

to effectiveiy fil1 the bucket, not to follow a stnctly specified path. Some conceptual 

discussion was also provided on the topic of motion control. The forces acting on the 

bucket were described as potentiaiiy stochastic in nature, and the need for trajectory 

alteration in the event of detected prematurely high loads on the bucket was stated. 

Hemami divided the possible bucket-rock interaction forces into five components: 

fi, the weight of the loaded rnaterial and that above the bucket; fî, the force of 

compacting the material by the bucket; f 3 ,  the sum of frictional forces acting between 

the bucket and the excavation media; f4, the digging resistance of the excavation 

media, and; f s ,  the necessary force to move the materid in and above the bucket. 

Means for analytically determining, or at least approximating, some of these dy- 

namic forces were subsequently presented in [28, 30, 341. Along with a relatively 

extensive list of suggested future work, Hernami put forth the following as reasons for 

the complexity of the excavation problem: (i) the shape, size, geometry and composi- 

tion of the cutting device may vary kom machine to machine; (ii) adding teeth to the 

cutting edge changes the scenario, and; (Ki) rnaterial properties are detexmined by 

many factors, includiog hardness, cohesion, unifonni@, water content, temperature, 

size, and compactness. 

A method for determining an appropnate bucket trajectory was presented by 

Hemami in [29]. The proposed trajectory generation technique employed the idea 

that resistance to compaction described by the force f2 may be set to zero, so as 

to minimize the expenditure of energy. However, a method for tailorhg the derived 



completely filling the bucket was not determined. 

In [31], Hemami essentidy repeated the works described above. Nevertheless, 

there were some additions that are worth noting. A mathematical model for the 

variation of f i  was produced using knowledge about the geometry developed during 

the loading operation. Hernami &O concluded that an analysis of the force f4 should 

Finally, in [32], Hemami provided a lengthy discussion of the fundamental analyses 

required for the design of an automated excavation machine. One interesting inclusion 

in this work was the consideration of a mass-spring-damper model for the excavation 

machine, as well as the excavation media (such as is common in cornpliant motion 

analysis) . However, it  was suggested that this type of model cannot be used in 

practice, since there is insufficient understanding of the mas ,  spring, and damper 

coefficients. In addition, the problern of choosing an entity to be exploited as error, 

to be measured and used for feedback in a control scheme, was considered. On this, 

Hemami stated: 

Having taken a look at how an excavating machine is manually operated 
reveals that the motion of such a machine is continuously corrected and 
readjusted by the operator. This adjustment is based on the performance 
of the machine in accompliçhing its task.. . and not the motion itself. The 
same procedure must be automaticdy followed in an automated machine 
[32, page 1781. 

It was concluded that trajectory control cannot be entirely based on position or 

velocity errors, nor on a vision system that monitors the progress of the excavation 

proces. A dual-level control was suggested, where a nominal trajectory is followed 

and modified t hrough higher-level force measurements . 
It should be noted that, of the works r e v i e d  to this point in the thesis, none 

of the giwn results or ideas were reported as having been vefied by experimental 

means; not in full-scale, nor in laboratory-scaie excavation experiments. 



0 t h  a t t t b s  have ttpproaehed the pblem d ctutonomow rotk excp~wttion Born 

a perspective similar to Hemami's. Generaiized machine dynamics were set up by 

Sarata et ai. [86], aithough not actuaiiy computed. As will be seen in chapter 5, 

computation of these dynamics is in fact not an entirely trivial matter. Under a 

pioneering Russian project, Yikhirev f o d a t e d  a set of ideas relating to force, mo- 

tion, and trajectory control for various loader mechanism styles (61, 62). Mikhirev's 

analysis was based on a technique using work functions to find an efficient bucket 

trajectory that would minimize the work for scooping rock masses, with complete 

filling of the bucket. Additional constraints were determined by the bucket capacity, 

the natural slope angle, and the piie height. The resistive force modelling portion 

of this research is discussed further in subsection 2.2.1. However, as a result of rock 

pile resistance analysis, Mikhirev advocated that rneasurement of the resistive forces 

could be used as a signal for automatic activation of the mechanism for bucket rota- 

tion in the vertical plane (which, in the case of an LHD machine, would correspond 

to motions of the dump cylinder). Since reactive forces were thought to decrease as 

the bucket moved dong a continuous curvilinear path towards the pile surface, it was 

proposed that a force threshold be used to alter the bucket trajectory, resulting in a 

stepped path (Le. zig-zag shape) dong some nominal trajectory. 

In other literature, machine vision has been put forward as a means for au- 

tonornous loading of mining machines. In the research of Ji and Sanford (371, a 

laboratory-scale excavation system was developed that utilized a video camera for 

environment sensing. Digitized images were then interpreted to develop control and 

navigation signals. More recent work, using machine vision, has been performed by 

Pet ty et al. [73]. Once again, a scale model was developed. However, in this case, the 

model was constructed to mimic the motions of an LM) vehicle as closely as possible. 

A loading strategy was fomulated such that the bucket followed one of a range of 

trajectories developed for various rock piie conditions. In the case of oversize or other 



problems, it aras suggested that arimple dgorithmbe useà ta briefly alter the bucket 

path. The proposed algorithm included a means of detecting instability in the rock 

pile as well as choosing the location where scooping should take place at the next 

iteration, 

Similar, though perhaps more rigorous, research techniques were employed by 

a group at Tohoku University in Japan [104]. A CCD camera vision system was 

used to obtain Mages of the rock pile, from which the excavation task was planned 

based on an estimated contour of the rock pile. Experiments were performed using 

a scale model excavator, simiiar in configuration to an LHD machine. The authors 

suggested that such a camera based systern would be advantageous iz its capability 

for recognizing changes in rock pile shape at each iteration towards the excavation 

goal. Although the results were prornising, it was conceàed that illumination became 

an important factor for success, a problem that would iikely be compounded in an 

uderground mining situation. This research is of the type described in section 1.2, 

which falls beyond the scope of this dissertation. 

Researchers at the University of Arizona have proposed an autonomous rock ex- 

cavation system for fiont-end-loader type machines that uses bucket force/torque 

feedback, fuzy logic, and neural networks for control [51, 52, 901. Lever et al. [51] 

justified their approach by stating that a mathematical model for the bucket-rock 

interaction would be too compIex ruid computationatly expensive. Instead, a set of 

basic bucket action sequemes, typically used by human operators, was compiled for 

use by the controIler. A method using f i t e s t a t e  machines (FSMs) was described. 

The FSMs were used to define all feasible action sequences required to accomplish 

the task, and were derived from "expert excavator operators and detailed analyses of 

the excavation process" [52, page 1371. Neural networks were used in the FSMs to 

detemiine what state to enter following an action or behaviour. A reactive control 

approach, using fuzzy behaviours, was utilized to compare and act on force/torque 



data in order ta ases the exxvatian situation and detPsmine the appmpriste - 
trol output. Some experimental r d t s  using a PUMA 560 robotic arm were ako 

presented. This work is fdly disclosed in a recent book by the authors [91]. 

2.2 S tudies in Bucket-Rock Interaction 

What rnakes the excavation of coarse, Eragmented rock significantly different than that 

of ideal, homogeneous materials is that there is not one defined shear plane. In order to 

force an excavation tool through hagmented rock it is necessary to not only overcome 

the particle to  particle fnctional resistance, but also to make the particles move up 

and over one another [22]. In justifying their behaviour-based control approach to the 

problem at hand. Lever et al. [51] argued the difficulties of mathematicaliy modelling 

the excavation tool-media interaction. 

It is impossible to generate a rigorous mathematical model to describe the 
unstructured environments cornmon in mining operations. The conven- 
tional proportional-integrai-derivative (PD) or even modem stochastic 
controllers that read exact sensor values, apply a mathematical model, 
and generate precise output h m  the mathematical algorit hm are im- 
practical for use here [SI, page 181. 

However, it is the candidate's view that, although the problem of rock piie interaction 

modelling may be vay  difficult to quantiSr, it should not be considered as a decidedly 

impossible task, as suggested in the above quotation. Moreover, such difnculties 

should not preclude the use of an approach to the excavation problem based on ideas 

from systerns and control theory. As wil l  be shown, some headway has been made in 

this avenue by other researchers in the field. 

2.2.1 Empirical Studies 

Some interesthg empirical work was done by Forman and Pan [22] regarding the 

shear properties of fragmenteci rock. Loose material, such as broken rock, wiu not 



granula media. The shear strength of fragmented rock is hence an important property 

in the context of material loading. Forsman and Pan suggested an improvement over 

Coulomb's equation, commonly used for modelling fine grained materials, in the form 

of a mathematical expression, derived empirically, for the shear strength of large 

grained loose material. It is interesting to note that the material porosity was implied 

to be related to the size distribution of a fiagmented rock pile, as well as  the degree 

of interlocking between particles. In addition, Forsman and Pan related the material 

porosity to fluctuations of the measured normal force in their experimental results. 

Analysis of the resistance of fiagrnented rock to scooping by a bucket was reported 

in some Russian literature [21, 611. With regards to the work by Fabrichnyi and 

I<olokolov [21], a means for calculation of the scooping resistance to blasted rock was 

given, based on knowledge of the rock pile's changing shear angle. 

It is known that in general the scooping force is governed by the volume 
of the rock to be shifted, which in turn depends on the angle between the 
horizontal and the shear surface of the rock. The experimentally recorded 
variations in the scooping resistance can only be due to changes in the 
inclination of the shear surface, leading to increases or decreases in the 
volumes of rock being shiRed [21, page 4381. 

Unfortunately, key references were made by Fabrichnyi and Kolokolov to obscure 

experimental work (performed much earlier, circa 1957, and available only in the 

Russian language) by an investigator named Rodionov (791. 

In related work, Mikhirev [61] reported some potentidy applicable results. Al- 

though techniques for control and bucket trajectory generation were the focus of this 

research, insight into the forces associateci with resistance to movement of the bucket 

through rock was provided. Mikhirev cited the experimentai research of Rodionov, 

which apparent- established that a compact nucleus is created in the pile in front 

of the working edge of the bucket. The characteristics of this compact nucleus were 

found to relate most notably to average particle size, bucket shape, and bucket pose. 



Hemami et al. [34j acknowledged that the forces involved in excavating fragmenteci 

rock are functions of a large number of parameters, which rnakes the study of such 

forces particularly difficult. In thiç work, Hernami et al. categorized the various 

physical factors that contribute to the complexity of the problem. Major categorïes 

included the operation to be performed. the form of the excavation tool to be used. 

the material properties, and other machine or application factors. In further studies 

of the forces acting on a bucket during a scooping operation, Hemami et al. identifiecl 

five force components. The cited article gave references to works where analysis of 

these forces had been attempted (see section 2.1). Some simulation results were dso 

presented. However, it was admitted that raodom fluctuations of these forces would 

likel y exis t in reality. 

Perhaps the most relevant and complete research in bucket-rock interaction mod- 

elling is some very recent work completed at Tohoku University, in Japan [102, 1051. 

In this work, Tauashi et al. esentially proposed a means for calculation of each of 

the resistive forces { f i  ? . . . , f 5 )  describeci previously by Hemami (again, see section 

2.1). For analysis purposes, the loading operation was partitioned into two stages: 

(i) a penetration phase, where the budcet is inserted into the rock pile, and; (ii) a 

scooping phase, where the bucket tip is liRed and curled to complete the loading task. 

Given an assumed bucket trajectory, the rgistive forces were computed analyticaily 

using geometric and Mctional parameters of the bucket and rock pile. Equivalent 

scale mode1 experimentai r d t s  confirmeci the calcdated forces to be approximately 

d d .  Unfortunately, the denved equations failed to capture the inherently stochastic 

nature of the loading process. 

Analflicai research has been completed in the area of numencal m o d e h g  of 

gri~~luiar asemblies. Consider the work by Cundall and Strack [14], where a distinct 

element method (DEM) was used to  numericaHy rnodel the mechanical behaviour of 



asemblies of dias (and spheres in t h  dime&=)+ T h e  metihod Is based on the 

use of an explicit numencal scheme in which the interaction of the particles is moni- 

tored contact by contact and the motion of the particles modelled particle by particle" 

[14, page 471. In recent work by Takahashi [101], the ideas of Cundall and Strack were 

applied to simulation of particle behaviour in a uirtual rock pile. Excavation of a rock 

pile having uniforrnly shed particles was simulated using a DEM approach and the 

bucket-rock interaction forces were cornputeci for a predetermined trajectory. Once 

again, equivdent scale mode1 experimentai results confirmed the simulated interac- 

tion forces to be approximately vaiid. However, it was also admitted that full-scale 

experiments would be required to truly d i d a t e  the given computational results. This 

technique is discussed further in chapter 5. 

2.3 Studies in Soil Excavation 

What distinguishes the problem of autonomous excavation of fiagmented rock from 

the research presented in this section is simply the nature of the excavation media. 

In general, the work discussed in this section concems itself with the problem of 

soi1 excavation. Soil, as opposed to fragmenteci rock, is generally homogeneous in 

particle size and typically consists of relatively srnail particles, such that a bucket 

rnay be passed through it  without the need for significant trajectory alteration. Soü 

excavation could be appropriately characterized as a cutting exercise, rather than 

the task of maneuvering a bucket such that it is properly Ued with large and s m d  

fragments aiïke, since forces at the tool wodd evolve smoothly instead of abruptly. 

Nonetheless, research in this field shares some common attributes with the problem 

of rock excavation. Moreover, the lack of commercial technology seems to contrast 

the fact that there appears to have been a considerable amount of research completed 

in the field of autonomous soi1 excavation. In this section, only a selection of the 



The problem of autonomous excavation in soil was approached fiom a motion and 

path control perspective by Bemold [9]. Bernold advocated the use of impedance 

control, utilizing force and position feedback. In the case of robotic excavation, the 

robot was considered as an impedance, translating motion into force, and the soil as 

an admittance, reacting with a change in position or motion. A massspring-damper 

model for the tool-soi1 interaction was presented. An attempt was made to determine 

an optimal path for excavation. With regards to this effort, Bernold concluded: 

In sumrnary, the selection of an optimal path, resulting in lowest energy 
consumption per excavated volume, is a nontrivial problem which hinges 
mostly on the proper characterization of the soil-tool interaction and the 
soil itself. Although static soil experiments can provide the cohesion fac- 
tor, the complexity of the remaining coefficients for cutting-moment cd- 
culation make a static approach to the problem impossible [9, page 91. 

To this end, a method of trajectory selection using pattern recognition was suggested. 

Experimental work was performed using a scale modeiied backhoe style excavator (a 

modified RM-501 micro-robot). Force and position data were collected to create char- 

acteristic pattern for various soil conditions. Results were used only to show that 

it may be conceivable that soil characteristics could be established while excavating, 

leading to the possibility for trajectory planning and control for autonomous exca- 

vation. -4 similar approach, using impedance control for backhoe excavation control, 

was also proposed by Ha et al. [26]. In this recent work, a sliding-mode controller for 

impedance control was developed. Having developed kinematic and dynamic models 

for the excavator, the control scheme was subsequently implemented, with apparently 

promising results, on a retrofitted Komatsu PCI05-7 mini-excavator. 

Vaha and Skibniewski [IO61 presented a method of cognitive force control for an 

excavator. A dynamic mode1 was developed for the excavator and used in conjunction 

with a model for the soil (referred to as the regolzth), which was based on the break- 

d o m  of resistive forces into a resistance nom cutting, frictional resistance, and the 
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resistazwe cd the materid in the &et. M h e ~  detailgd the baekbe &yIe exeavate~ 

dynarnic mode1 were derived later in a publication by Koivo et al. [41]. Simulation 

results compared the preplanned bucket trajectory with its actual trajectory, which 

was adjusted when hydraulic ram forces exceeded preset limits. In a technique pro- 

poseà by Bullock and Oppenheim [IO], strain gauges were used during a laboratory 

study to measure the resistive forces encountered by the excavator bucket. A super- 

visory control scheme, where force feedback data are processed at a higher level to 

produce low level trajectory changes, was considered as an online tactical planner for 

excavation. 

There exists an apparently ongoing project at the University of Sydney, Australia 

that aspires to develop a system for autonomous excavation [50]. Although it was 

stated that the ultimate objective of the project is to demonstrate fully autonomous 

excavation for a variety of tasks, including excavation not only in soil but also in 

fragmented rock, the described experimentd hardware consisted of a backhoe style 

mini-excavator. It was implied that future experiments and analyses were to be 

carried out in soil type media. 

Researchers at Carnegie Melion University [95] proposeci a technique for robotic 

excavators to predict resistive forces during excavation using computer learning meth- 

ods. Included in the presented work is a development of the mechanics of excavation, 

resulting in the formation of what is known as the fundamental equation of earthmov- 

ing (FEE) for a £Iat blade moving through soil. The assumptioas required to validate 

the FEE were used by the authors to demonstrate its impracticality in the context of 

excavation. 

More ment work at Carnegie Melon University [7, 81, 1001 has resulted in a 

patented system for robotic excavation and autonornous truck loading. In summary, 

the systern described utilized two scamhg laser range-hders to recognize and localize 

the tn i~k ,  measure the soi1 face, and detect obstac1es. Onboard software was used 
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ta make decisions rega~ding dimg and d ~ p i a g  opera.ti~~s, Actual digging aias 

described as executed by a force based closed loop control scheme, after previous 

research in excavation planning by one of the authors. Dumping and truck detection 

routines were also included as part of the project. 

2.4 Patent ed Technologies 

In this section, a selection of patented technology is presented in order to provide 

an understanding of the work that has been considered cornmercially feasible. The 

majority of existing patents relate to the automation of soi1 excavation ta&, generaily 

using backhoe style excavators (7, 76, 81, 92, 93, 941. However, there does exist 

recent work relevant to autonomous excavation of fragmented rock, ming LHD-style 

machinery, as in an underground rnining application. It is these patents that are 

discussed in the subsections that follow. 

2.4.1 Fkagrnented Rock Excavation Technology 

A review of the current patents relevant to the problem of autonomous bucket loading 

revealed two significant contributions. The most recent, by Dasys et al. [15], as part 

of a group representing the international mining and met& Company Noranda, Inc., 

revealed a patented system for automated bucket loading of a hont shovel Ioader 

(i.e. an LHD) that uses "sensor feedback provided by pressure and extension sensors 

on hydraulic cylinder(s) to control the trajectory of the bucket to be loaded by a 

cornputer algorithm" [15]. The describeci invention does not rely on a mode1 of the 

rock pile, nor is there any computationai attempt to determine an optimal bucket 

trajectory prior to the scooping operation. Instead, the system reacts, using a decision 

tree to select actuator commands, only to excessive forces sensed in the actuating 

cyhders. If excessive forces are encountered, the bucket is tilted so as to attempt to 



The cornputer.. . has a [hybrid] controller which controls the hydraulic 
valve that supplies hydraulic fluid into both ends of the [bucket dump] 
cyiinder.. .and if too much force is exerted on the bucket by the rock 
pile, the command for hydraulic Buid intake wiU be reversed and the fluid 
will be injected into the opposite side of the piston.. . so as to reverse 
the action of the shaft.. . until the force drops to a predetermined level. 
Then, the oil intake will be reversed again and the tilting action of the 
bucket will be resumed until the bucket.. . is filied and is in the rolled back 
position. . . (151. 

Furthemore, Dasys et al. claimed a 9% improvement in loading capacity, com- 

paring their invention with human operation in field trials. A paper related to the 

work by Dasys et al. was put forward at  the 5th International Symposium on Mine 

Mechanization and Automation by representatives from STAS Ltd. [49], partners in 

the Noranda, Inc. project. Unfortunately, no technical details were given in the paper. 

However, the user-level features of the product, entitled SIAMload, were presented. It 

is worth noting that SIAMload required that an operator choose one of three loading 

modes, depending on the human perceived loading conditions. 

2 A.2 Other Excavation Technology 

A second relevant patent in autonomous excavation was füed by Rocke, a represen- 

tative of Caterpillar, Inc. [77]. In Rocke's invention, a control system for automatic 

loading of a wheel loader (similar in mechanical design to an LHD machine), which is 

part icularly suited t O soii excavation, is discloseci. .4lt hough references were made to 

a number of previous patents by the inventor (all of which applied to backhoe style 

soil excavation), in the current patent, an algorithm that appears very similar to the 

one that was patenteci three years later by Dasys et al. (discussed in subsection 2.4.1 

above) is given. 

As described,the logic means varies the dump cylinder command signal 
between a predetefmined minimum and m d u m  value to maintain the 



lifk aad dump cyiinder hces a+ ao &bctiue-force range. Aeco~dingly 
the positions and forces of the Lift and dump cylinders are rnonitored to 
control the command signais at the desired magnitudes. For example, if 
the Lift or dump cylinder forces f d  below the Iower predetermined values, 
the extension of the dump cylinder is halted to prevent the bucket fkom 
"breaking-out" of the pile too quickly. Alternatively, if the lift or dump 
cylinder force exceeds the upper predetermined value, the extension of the 
dump cylinder is accelerated to prevent the bucket from penetrating too 
deep in the pile [77]. 

Furthemore, it should be noted that control of the vehicle tractive effort was not 

included in the control strategy as stated, and that the machine was preferably di- 

rected to the pile of material at  full engine throttle. On the matter of adaptability 

of the system to varying material conditions, the reader was referred to [78], another 

patent by the inventor, in which a system for selecting one of a plurality of control 

curves based on a material condition setting, is disclosed. 

In essence, the common therne in these two patents [15, 771 is a cylinder motion 

cont rol scheme based on some int erpret at ion of the changing pressures in the hydraul ic 

cylinders as an indication of the state of the bucket-rock interaction. 



Chapter 3 

Theory and Background 

In this chapter, background reviews of the relevant theory in the formulation of equa- 

tions of motion for closed-chah kinematic mechanisms and techniques for nonlinear 

system modelling and identification are provided. The purpose here is to provide a 

concise t heoretical background for the thesis material that follows. 

Closed-chah S yst  em Mechanics 

In chapter 5, analytical equations of motion for the Tamrock EJC 9t LHD loader 

mechanism are formulated through treatment of the mechanism as a robot manip 

dator with closed kinematic chahs. Herein, the term closed-chazn system refers to 

the class of mechanicd systems whose Ihks are not ody  comected in series, but in 

pardel, forming one or more closed-link loops. As opposed to an open-chah system 

(e-g. a serial robot), typically not all joints of a closed-chah mechanism are actuated. 

Such closed-chain rnechanisms have the potential to ofTer some mechanical advantages 

over open-chah mech*, perhaps most notably, a greater rigidity to weight ratio. 

The dynamics of open-chah mechanical systems have been extensively studied 

in the Iiterature, and there exist well gtabkhed techniques for the formulation of 

equations of motion for such mechanisms [53, 98, 1071. In essence, in the absence of 
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kïctianand interactinn w i t h  the enuirnnmak quaticus of motiot> for an open-chh 

system may be computed using a standard Newton-Euler or Lagrangian approach. 

Although there exists a multitude of literature on the subject, due to  the complex- 

ity of the kinematic and dynamic analyses, development of a clear-cut technique for 

the derivation of equations of motion for closed-chain mechanisms remains a topic of 

research. Ghorbel et al. [25] attempted to categorize the literature on the derivation 

of dynamic equations of motion for closed-chin mechanisms into three classes: (i) 

those techniques derived for a particular type of closed-chah structure; (ii) those tech- 

niques derived for general closed-chah structures, but most suited for simulation and 

not model- based coatroller design, and; (üi) t hose techniques for w hich the result ing 

equations of motion have the same form as those for open-chain structures. .4mong 

the reviewed literature [%, 55, 56,65, 661, the formulation of Murray and Love11 [65], 

which fdls into category (iii) of Ghorbel et al., was selected by the candidate as a 

framework for use in this dissertation. 

The approach proposed by Murray and Loveil [65] involves a relatively straight- 

forward procedure for implementation. The method is founded upon d'.41embert1s 

Principlel and is based around a transformation from the dynarnics of open-chah 

mechsnisms to closed-chah dynamics through the inclusion of holonomic loop con- 

straints. 

3.1.1 Euler-Lagrange Equations 

Computation of the dynamics for closed-chah mechanisms, as describeci above, is 

based on a transformation fiom open-chain systems using holonomic constraints. 

Later in this dissertation, the Euler-Lagrange equations are used in the derivation 

of equations of motion for an open-chin system (as will be seen in the next sub- 

lIn brief, d'Alembert's ~r inci~le ,  mnsidered perhaps the most ail-indusive prjnciple in the entire 
field of classical mechanics, States that a system of particies moves in such a way that the total 
vlltual m r k  CL, (f - mi&) b ~ i  = O [97]. 



sectinn), This section serves ta provide sa sppüed introduction to the subjest d 

Lagrangian mechanics as it is relevant to the problem at hand. However, the topic 

is extensive, and the reader is referred to [53, 98, 107) for hrther details and forma1 

derivat ions. 

Definition 3.1.1 A configuration space Q represents the set of possible configurations 

of a mechanical s ystem. 

Definition 3.1.2 The set cf genemlized coordinates { q l , .  . . , q,) are independent, 

and suficient to describe the pose of al1 particles in a mechtanica~ system with n 

degrees o f  freedom. 

Let Q be a configuration space for a mechanicd system, so that the vector of gener- 

alized coordinates q E Q. The Euler-Lagrange equations are then given by 

where {q,, . . . , q,) are the coordinates of the system, (q, . . . , r,) are the applied 

forces2 corresponding to independent mriations of qi, and L = K- V is the Lagrangian 

function describing the given mechanicd system, defined as the difference between 

the total kinetic energy K of the system and the total potential energy V of the 

systern. If the Euler-Lagrange equations of (3.1) are speciaüzed to a case when the 

kinetic energy is a quadratic function of the vector q that has the form 

and the potential energy V = V ( q )  is independent of 4, then the Euler-Lagrange 

equations may be written as 

- 

2Herein, the term f m  is used to mean hrce aud/or toque. 
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Equation (3.3) may be written in matrix form, such that 

where the k. j-th element of the matrix C(q. q) is defined as 

and the vector of gravitational potential t e m  g(q) has the elements 

3.1.2 Reduced System and Holonomic Constrdnts 

The notion of a reduced system is required as the first step in developing the closed- 

chah mechanism dynamics. 

Definition 3.1.3 A reàuced system C is an open-chah system obtoined by hypo- 

thetically remutring physical corrstmints front a closed-chah system 2 until no closed 

kinernatic chains exist. 

Therefore, fformation of the redueed system involves the eonstmction of an open-chah 

mechanism, obtained by treating the closed-chah mechanism as if it were cut upon at 

selected joints such that no closed-loop remain. It is often convenient to strategicdy 

choose the constraints to be broken so that the resdting reduced system resembles a 

seriai robot, for which there exkt weiI known techniques for analysis. 

Now, if Q = P is a configuration space for a closeci-chah system with the 

actuated joints3 as generaüzed coordinates Q E Q, then let Q = Rn be a configuration 

=For thiS research, to match the experimental trials of chapter 4, the actuated and rneasured 
joints are coliocated, i.e. the coordinates of the closed-chain system are the measured joint variables. 
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spaee ~ O F  bhe eorrespo~ding redwed m e m  6, bvi~tg 6he gewralized eooïdhtes 

q E Q. To denve the closed-chain mechanisrn dynamics kom the reduced system 

dynamics, the holonomic4 loop clasure constraints are required, so that 

The velocity loop closure constraint matrix G, with respect to the actuated joints, is 

aho needed, such that 

where the Jacobian matrix G E !RmXn. Finally, the acceleration loop closure con- 

straint, stemming from the time derivative of equation (3.8), is required and rnay be 

found by the c h i n  rule, giving 

3.1.3 Force Tkansformation 

Consider the set of generalized actuating forces { T ~ ,  . . . , T,) for the open-chah system 

C and similady, ( T l , .  . . ,7,) for the closed-chah system 2. 

Proposition 3.1.1 Let G be the Jocobian mot* definmg the relation dq = G6q. 

Tire vector of genemlized forces F for C may be eomputedjkom the vector of genmlited 

forces T for Z b y  the tmnsformation 

The proof of proposition 3.1.1 lies in the application of d'Alembert's Principle. A N1 

proof is given by Nakamura and Ghodoussi in (661. However, since C and represent 

the same mechanicd system only under dinerent constraints, consider that the virtual 

'A constaint on the coordinates {q1, . . . , q,) is d e d  holonomic if the constraint condition can 
be expresseci as an equation @(qi,. . . , %, t )  = O, otherwise it is cailed non-holonomic p?]. 
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wo& done by k k e  gene~ahed fopees of C mu& equ& bhe vi&ud w o ~ k  done by the 

generalized forces of C if the two systems experience the same applied forces. Hence, 

d a T i  = d q T r  (3.11) 

where 6q and 6q represent the same virtud displacement of the mechanical system. 

Substituting equation (3.8) into equation (3.11) yields 

d q T i  = b q T ~ T r .  (3.12) 

Equation (3.10) follows directly fiom equation (3.12). 

3.1.4 Closed-chain Equations 

Given the reduced systern dynamics and the holonomic loop closure constraints, the 

closed-chah mechanisrn dynamics may be computed. Through application of the 

generalized actuating force transformation of equation (3. IO), which relates the closed- 

chain mechanism dynamics to the reduced system dynamic mode1 

To account for the restriction that the reduced system variables {q,q, 9 )  must be 

realizable by the closed-chah mechanism, the holonomic loop closure constraints are 

incorporated into equation (3.13) to give 

GT [ ~ ( f  (Q)) (Gd + Gd) f C ( f  (9), ~ 4 ) ~ 4  + g ( f  (!ml = F (3.14) 

Equation (3.14) may be rewritten as 

d(tj)B + C ( I ,  + g ( ~ )  = .i. (3.15) 

where the inertial coefficient matrix and vectors representing centripetal, Coriolis, 

gravitational, and externdy applied forces are dehed respectively by 
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3.1.5 Time Domain Solutions 

in order to simulate the closed-chah mechanism forward dynamics, the independent 

generalized joint accelerations are obtained by solving the algebraic equations of 

the closed-chah dynamic model 

The inertial coefficient rnatrix D(*) is both symmetric and positive-definite for this 

collocated system, and is therefore invertible. In order to solve the above equations 

of motion, the equations may be placed in first-order form, where 

such that 
r 

Numerical htegration routines, which emplay fixed or possibly ~ r b b h ?  tirne steps for 

greater accuracy, may now be wed to simulate the mechanism's mode1 behaviour. 

3.2 Identification of Nonlinear Systems 

The fundamental problem of system identification lies in chooçing the type of model 

that should be used to capture the desired aspects of a given system or process. There 

are a number of so-cailed classical techniques amilable for linear system identifica- 

tion, in which are included the observation of fiequency response, step-input response, 



a linear mode1 is often desirable over one that is nonlinear in that there exist well 

known and proven procedures for controller design- However, in the use of a h e a r  

model, one must understand the degree of validity of the linearization assumpt ion. 

For the nodinear case, most systern identification approaches involve error minimiza- 

t ion (e.g . Ieast-squares, maximum likelihood, minimum variance, and art ificial neural 

networks) to fit acquired data in an attempt at a general model [60, 80, 961. 

In thiç section, the nonlinear system identification technique known as paral- 

le1 cascade identification (PCI) is introduced. As a prelude to this introduction, a 

descriptive review of some nonlinear system theory is provided as  it is relevant to 

understanding the origins of the PCI algorithm. 

3.2.1 Volterra and Wiener Theories 

In the context of appüed mathematics and engineering, the Volterra and Wiener 

theones for nonlinear systems are explicit models idedy suited to representation of 

so-called black box t-ype nonlinear systems, where the relat ionshi p between the input 

and the output of a system is not easily derivable through the development of a 

set of equations or other andytical techniques. It can be shown that the Volterra 

functiond series5 may be used to represent a time invariant nonlineu system. The 

continuous-tirne, infinite-order Volterra series has the functional form 

OQ 

y ( t)  = l__ kl ( ~ i b ( t  - ri 

=The Volterra functiond series was named after the mathmticiau Vito Volterra, who first 
studied this functional form during the seventeenth century- However, the hrst application of the 
Volterra series to the study of nonliuear systems was by Norbert Wiener in the early 19409 [82,88]. 



arhere n = 1,â - -  , z(t) is the no&- m m  inpuk, y(#) is ahe eorrespondieg 

output, and kn(rL1 . . . , rn) = O for any Tj < O, with j = 1,2, . . . , n. The functions 

kn ( T ~  , . . . , T ~ )  are known as the Volterra kernels of the system. However, t here are 

certain inherent difficulties with the application of the Volterra series to physical 

problems, some of which include difficulty in the measurernent of Volterra kernels, 

as well as issues concerning convergence of the Volterra series [88]. It was Wiener 

who circumvented these problems by forrning a set of orthogonal hinctions from the 

Volterra functionals, which he called G-functionals due to their special orthogonal 

property when the input is from a Gaussian process. For example, if the set of real 

functions w,(t) for n = 1,2, . . . is an orthogonal set of functions over the interval 

a < t < b, then the orthogonality condition is given by the equation 

where each An is positive since it is equal to the area under the cuve ~ $ ( t ) .  In 

effect, the Volterra and Wiener theories together have provided a basis for signrficant 

advances in noniinear systern theory. 

Korenberg [47,44] utilized the Volterra and Wiener theorïes, dong with the results 

of other related works, to show that any discrete-tirne, finite-memory, causal, nonlin- 

ear system having a finitesrder Volterra series representation can be represented by a 

tinite number of paraiiel cascades consisting of alternating dynamic linear and static 

nonlinear elements. The stated causal requirement necessitates that the system be 

non-anticipatory, or in other words, that the output at t h e  ti not depend on values 

of the input at times t,, where j > i .  The discrete-the, finiteorder Volterra series 

that is assumeci capable of approximating the nonlinear system has the f o m  

for n = 1,2,. . ., where x(n) and y(n) are the system input and output respectively, 

M is the order of the series, and (R + 1) is the rnemory Iength. 



Figure 3.1: Parailel LN cascade schematic model 

3.2.2 Parallel Cascade Identification 

This subsection summarizes the method of parallel cascade identification (PCI), as 

it was used in the research describeci by this dissertation, and as interpreted fiom 

the work of Korenberg (441. Details regarding implementation of the algorithm are 

provided later, upon use in chapter 5. 

Description of the Algorithm 

PCI utilizes paraiiel cascades of alternating dynamic6 linear L and static nonlinear 

iV elements to represent and identify a nonlinear system. Korenberg [44] showed that 

the sum of a finite number of parallel LN cascades sutnces to represent exactly any 

discrete-tirne, finite-memory, finiteorder Volterra series, sometimes referred to as a 

Wiener model. A schematic representation of the proposed parailel cascade model 

structure is shown in figure 3.1. 

For the single-input/singl~utput (SISO) case, suppose that the nonlineu system 

to be identiûed has input z(n) and output y(n), for n = 0,1, . . . , 1. Assume that 

the system output depends on input deiays in the integer set {O, 1,. . . , R), such that 

( R  + 1) is the rnemory length, and that the set of inputs to the system are u n i f o d y  

=In the current context, the term dy~amic is nsed to imply that the system possesses rnemory. 



b o t d e &  In b h  b h e p e  e&s a aumbe~ O < M < oo su& t L t  }zf~)t  < N for dl 

n c [O, Tl. PCI attempts to identify one LN cascade at a tirne, and cornputes the 

succeeding cascade based on the residual of the previous cascades cornbined. Let yi(n) 

be the residue remaining after adding the z-th cascade (i 2 1) to the PCI model, with 

go (A) = y (n). If ~ ( n )  is computed as the output of the i-th cascade, as shown in 

figure 3.1. then 

where i = 1,2, . . . , 1 are the number of cascades in the h a 1  PCI model. yet to be 

Let the output of the dynamic iinear element in the i-th cascade be given by 

Now, the delta response k(j) of the linear system is chosen using a first- or higher- 

order cross-correlation of the input with the residue, computed only over the interval 

n = R, (R + l), . . . , T. For example, by definition 

where da-, and 4-,-, are fmt- and second-order cross-correlations of the input 

with the residue, respectively, and where the over-line denotes the the-average7 on 

the interval n = R, ( R  + l), . . . , T. Assign h&) at random to one of 

where the integer A is randomly selected fiom the set {O, 1,. . . , R), the sign of the 6 

impulse term (added only at diagonal values) is chosen at random, and C = {c 1 c E 
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zero. Korenberg [44] suggested the use of 

Once the linear system has been identifieci and computed using equation (3.27). 

the static nodinearity is obtained by least-square fitting a polynomial having input 

ui(n) to the residue yi-1 (n) over the interval n = R, (R + 1) , . . . , T, such that 
M 

where M is the polynomial degree, and the new residue y@) is computed by equation 

(3.26). Since the resulting polynomiai coefficients a, will rninimize the mean-square 

of the new residue over n = R, (R + l), . . . , T, it may be shown that 

Note that the reduction in mean-square error (MSE) by adding the 20th cascade equals 

the mean-square of the i-th cascade output. 

In order to avoid choosing unnecessary cascades that merely fit noise. a standard 

correlation test rnay be perfomed. It can be shown that the correlation statistic of 

~ ~ + ~ ( n )  and y,(n) over the intenial n = R, ( R  + l), . . . , T is given by 

If the residue were white Gaussian noise (Le. independent and zerc+mean), then for 

large enough T 

C 
I r '  < Jrn (3.36) 

For example, if (' = 1.96, then equation (3.36) holds with a probability of approx- 

imately 0.95. Therefore, prior to accepting any given candidate for the ( i  + 1)-th 

cascade, it rnay be required that the inequality 

$+,(N > y?o T - R + l  



be satisfied If equation (3.32) is m t  sarisfiod, then a ne= candidate foi the (i + $)- 

th cascade must be constructeci, starting with the cascade's linear system through 

polynomial fitting to the residuai of the output. In fact, the desired confidence level 

may be altered by appropriately changing the value of C. 

Subsequent pardel cascades should be added to the mode1 until either: (i) a 

predetermined maximum number of cascades has been reached; (ii) the MSE has 

been made sufficiently small, or; (iii) there remain no candidate cascades, within a 

specified number of attempts, that can cause a reduction in MSE exceeding some 

decidedly smaii threshold value. 

Least-square Fitting of Polynomial Coefficients 

Least square fitting of the polynomial in equation (3.33) entails cornputing the poly- 

nomial coefficients ai, to minimize 

where e denotes the MSE for the i-th cascade. Let pm(n) = uF(n). Differentiating 

equation (3.38) with respect to the polynomial coefficients cr, yields 

for t = O, 1, . . . , M. Rearranging equation (3.39) Ieaves a system of ( M +  1) equations 

Although a classical GramSchmidt orthogonalkation process might be sufncient 

to obtain the polynomial coefficients b, Korenberg [42, 43, 441 suggested the use 

of a modified Cholesky factorization algorithm (temed the f a t  udhogonal s m h  
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approach that does not require the explicit computation of orthogonal functions. The 

residue after fit ting the (i - 1)-th cascade may be written as 

where the w,(n) are orthogonal functions over the intervai n = R, ( R  + 1),  . . . . T and 

the error e(n) is to be minimizeci. The fast orthogonal search algorithm then works 

as follows, where m = 0'1,. . . , M :  

Let do0 = 1 and set = pm(n) for m > 0; 

4d Compute the a d  = -* 

dit ' 

m-1 

Let Q = yi-t (n) and set c, = yi-1(n)pm(n) - C a d c l ,  and; 
j=l 

c, Compute the g, = -. 
&m 

The ci, are then computed using the g, and as follows: 

M j - 1  

6. Compute the = C gjuj where u,,, = 1 and vj = - 1 a j l î i l .  
j=m 1- 

The PCI algorit hm may be easily extended t o model mult iple-input /mult iple-output 

(MIMO) systems. Consider that a nonlinear system to be identifieci has input vector 

x(n) = [xl (n) xK(n)IT and output wctor y (n) = [yl (n) yp(n)lT. In this case, it 

is necessary that each output element be modelled individudy, resulting in P pardel 

cascade models. For each output element model, when a new path is to be added 



ta the pardlel array, one elemenk of bhe inpuk a(%) is seleeted at   en dom to be the 

input to the cascade, Say zk (n ) .  

In addition, croûcproducts of the input may be introduced into the definition 

of linear elements in the cascade. For example. the z-th cascade of a given output 

element mode1 may use a crosscorrelation of the residue y+&) with the first and 

second elements in x(n), such that 

The impulse response h,(j)  of the linear system would then equal 

where A is again chosen at randorn fiom the set {O, 1, . . . , R). Which one of ( q l ,  92, q3}  

is used to d e h e  the impulse response, or whether a slice of some other posibly higher- 

order crosscorrelation is used, remains to be decided at random. The output ui(n) of 

the linear system is calcuiated using equation (3.27), with x(n) zk (n ) .  Now, using 
A 

equation (3.27) to cornpute ui(n) with x(n) = zi (n), let 

Gi (n) = ui (n)  i Cx2 (n  - A) (3.44) 

where the sign is chosen randomly, and C, as before, is adjusted to tend to zero as 

the mesn-square of the residue approaches zero. Note that the integer A of equation 

(3.44) must have the same value as in equation (3.43). Finally, a static nonlineady 

with input &(n) is least square fitted to the residual of the output. 



Chapter 4 

Experimental Excavation St udies 

Upon detaiied inspection of the available iiterature, it was discovered that there have 

been no reports of full-scule excavation experiments' airned at either further validating 

eristing models for the process of bucket-rock interaction, in an attempt at hrther 

understanding the processes involved, or at  system identification. There have been 

a number of reported laboratory-scale experiments, using mini-buckets and smdl 

pebbles, often of uniform size distribution, as the excavation media [37, 52, 90, 91, 

101, 102, 103, 104, 1051. However, no accessible publications pertaining to full-scale 

&dation of such experiments were found. This is not to Say that such information 

has never been acquired (e.g. development of the patent by Dasys et al. [15] most 

Uely resulted in the gewrcttion of similar inform~ttion), simply t hat t bis may be the 

first occurrence of full-scale operational data for an excavation machine, working in 

fiagmented rock, in the open literature. To this end, what follows is an effort at a 

complete and comprehensive disclosure of the experiments and subsequent results. 

Between September 2000 and January 2001, full-scale excavation experiments were 

cooducted with the intent of developing further a practical understanding of the hag- 

mented rock excavation proces, and in particuiar, the interaction that occurs between 

l It is undear as to whether the mrk of Rodionov utilized d t s  h m  fuil-sde experimental 
studies- Even so, this work was aMilabIe only in the Russian language. 



- the b&t and rockduring the cxcavatioppracessandits impact onope~atinnnl pô- 

rameters such as cylinder pressures and displacement. This chapter presents details 

regarding the apparatus, methodology, procedure, and results of the aforementioned 

data collection experiments. Provided first are particdars of the equipment involved, 

followed by an explmation of the experimental procedure and a qualitative analysis 

of the ensuing results. 

4.1 Apparatus and Methodology 

Consider a map of the excavation process, as depicted in figure 4.1. Suppose that 

the loading process may be decomposed into three physical systems, namely: (i) the 

mechanism structure (boom, bucket, and vehicle); (fi) the actuators (hydraulic lift 

and dump cylinders, and possibly the tractive effort of the vehicle) which act on, 

and are in turn acted upon, by the mechanism structure, and; (iii) the rock pile 

with which the physical structure interacts during the excavation operation. What 

is most interesting to note about the system illustrated by figure 4.1 is its suggestion 

that rneasured cylinder pressure data contain not only evidence of actuator input 

signals, but aIso information regarding the machine structure motions and its status 

of interaction with the rock pile. In fact, experimental observations showed this 

postdate to hold tme. 

In an effort to identiSr the way in which key components of the system change 

during the loading operation, the trial LHD machine was suitably equipped with in- 

strumentat ion systems capable of simultaneously measuring the foIIowing paramet ers 

during excavation operations: 

1. Extemal forces acting on the mechanism due to interaction of the bucket with 

the rock pile, measured as strains on the boom component of the rnechanism; 

2. Forces applied by hydraulic actuators, and subsequent changes in these forces 
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Figure 4.1: A map of the excavation process 

as loading proceeded, measured as  pressures in the hydraulic cylinders, and; 

3. Configuration of the loader mechanism at al1 times during the loading operation, 

measured as hydraulic cylinder extensions and vehicie ~ h e e l  rotations. 

It should be noted that no measurement of the vehicle tractive effort was made, 

which technically also contributes to the "Actuators" block of figure 4.1. This follows 

directly kom the discussion of assumptions given in section 1.2. 

Selection and development of the instrumentation and data acquisition systems 

necessary to perfonn the types of rneasurements listed above was an integral part 

of the work performed towards this dissertation. The following su bsections disclose 

details regarding the loader, instrumentation hardware, and software commissioned 

specificaily for use during the excavation studies. 

4.1.1 Loader Specifications 

Full-scale excavation experiments using a Tamrock EJC 9t LHD machine, oficicially 

known as the EJC 1000 prototype [3] and having geometry as shown previously in 

figure 1.1 on page 2, were conducted at the facilities of Tarnrock Loaders, Inc. of 

Burlington ON, Canada. A photograph of the actual trial LHD machine is provided 



Figure 4.2: Photogaph of the Tamrock EJC 9t LHD machine 

in figure 4.2. The square frame located at the lower right side of the photograph 

has outer dimensions 1 yd x 1 yd, included for scale. Table A.12 lists some general 

speciiications for the Tamrock EJC 9t LHD machine. The machine was equipped with 

two lift cyünders (in parallel) and one dump cylinder. The lift and dump cyünder 

hydradic system was an open-center system with one gear pump. Table A.2 gives 

some general specifications for the two types of hydraulic cylinden. The cylinders 

were operated via a joystick control lever located on the operator console. 

The loader was engaged with rock piles of chosen conditions, under the command 

of skilled operators, as will be described later in this chapter. 

4.1.2 Sensors 

This subsection describes the sensors employed to measure the parameters stated 

above. The collection of strain gauge data, meaniring the mechanical strain at strate- 

gic locations on the mechanism boom, was done in order to possibly identify the forces 

acting on the mechanism during the loading operation. However, strain gauges were 

primarily deployed for the purpose of unrelated, although coilaborative, research on 

the subject of component loading analysis (641. 'I'herefA, details regarchg the selec- 

*Note that specification data for the hardware discussed in this chapter is, for the most part, 
provided in appendix A, in a tabular format. 



A A- tion, configuration. calibration, and commissioning of the main gauges and related 

circuitry are not presented here. M e a d ,  the reader is refend to  concurrent related 

work by Murphy [64]. 

Pressure Tramducers 

In order to allow for computation of the forces at each cylinder during the loading o p  

eration, pressure transducers were placed at both head and rod locations on the dump 

cylinder and at the same locations on one of the two Iift cylinders. Omega Engineer- 

ing, Inc. of S t d o r d  CT, U.S.A. models PX3054KG5V (û-4,000 psig) and PX303- 

7.5KG5V (0-7,500 psig) general purpose, gauge-type transducers were installed on 

the lift and dump cylinders respectively [l]. Table A.5 gives some specifications for 

the employed PX303 series transducers. 

Meanired pressure transducer voltages were converted into corresponding pres- 

sures in Pascals by the relationship 

where p is the pressure in Pascals (Pa), v is the measured output voltage in volts (V), 

and a is a scaling constant such that a~ = 6205284 Pa/V for the Mt cylinder t r a m  

ducers (PX303-4KG5V) and a~ = 10342140 Pa/V for the dump cylinder transducers 

(PX303-7.5KG5V). Corresponding cylinder forces were then computed by subtracting 

the force acting at the cylinder rod boom the force at the cylinder head, so that 

where f is the force in Newtons (N), p a  and p~ are the computed pressures at the 

head and rod respectively, and AH and AR are the surface areas (m2) over which the 

pressures at  the head and rod acted respectively. The areas needed for equation (4.2) 

were computed using rod and bore specifications for the lift and dump cylinders given 

in table A.2. Note that, due to the form of equation (U), computed cyhder forces 



f were positive if acting so as ta &end the cylindet It is alsa important to note 

that only one of the two iift cylinders was instrumenteci. Therefore, having made an 

assumption that the pressures in both lift cylinders were approximately equal, the 

measured LiR cylinder force was doubled to represent the combined action of both 1 3  

cylinders in tandem. 

Linear Motion Transducers 

Since the configuration of the loader rnechanism with respect to the vehicle body may 

be described completely by two independent coordinates (as wili become obvious in 

chapter 5), the measurement of o d y  two independent position variables was required. 

Two linear motion transducers, in the fonn of string potentiometers, were used to 

record the extension of lift and dump cylinders during the loading operation. Ametek 

Aerospace, Gulton-Statham Products of Costa Mesa CA, U.S.A. mode1 P-60A string 

potentiometers were employed for this purpose [5]. Table A.6 lists some specifications 

for the P-60A linear motion transducer. The transducers were installeci in direct line 

with the orientation of the lift and dump cylinders. 

Online calibrations yielded the expressions 

relating the respective liR and dump cylinder lengths IL and l D  in meters (m) to 

measured potentiometer voltages v~ and v~ in volts (V). 

Wheel Encoder 

In order to sense translational motions of the whicle, a wheel encoder was instded on 

the fiont-right wheel of the trial LHD machine. The encoder was coupled to the tue 

via a custom manufactureci, spring-loaded wheel foilower, shown in the photograph 



Figure 4.3: Photograph of the H25 incremental optical encoder and wheel coupling 

mechanism 

of figure 4.3. The ernployed encoder was a BEI Technologies, Inc. of Goleta CA, 

U.S.A. mode1 H25D-SS-1000-ABZC4469-LED-EM18 incremental optical encoder [2]. 

General specifications for the incremental optical encoder are given in table A.7. 

Using the wheel coupling mechanism shown in figure 4.3, the encoder itself was 

found to pass through 10.185 rotations per unit rotation of the LHD vehicle tire, which 

had a nominal radius of 0.825 m [63]. However, the wheel radius and actual rolling 

radius (R, = 0.796 rn) of the LHD vehicle tire dinered, since the tire was compressed 

slightly due to the machine weight. The laberal distance d, in mebers, ttave11ed in the 

direction of the LHD vehicle front wheels, assuming no slippage occurred between the 

tire and the ground or the tire and the wheel couphg mechanism, was computed as 

a hinction of the encoder cycles per shaft turn (c = 1000) by 



Figure 4.4: Workbench photograph of the two SC-2345 shielded carriers with one 

opened top, displayhg the SCC Series modules within 

4.1.3 Signal Conditioning 

Conditioning of the voltage signals fkom the sensors of subsection 4.1.2 was facilitated 

through the use of two National Instruments Corporation of Austin TX, U.S.A. SC- 

2345 shielded camers (with configurable connectors and equipped with SCC-PWROJ 

power modules) in cooperation with a set of off-the-sheif as weU as custom fitted 

SCC Senes modules [67]. In turn, each SC2345 shielded carrier was connected via 

a National Instruments Corporation 6û-pin E Series cable (mode1 PSHR6û-68) to 

a National Instruments Corporation DAQCard-AI-16E4 16 channel, 12-bit analog, 

PCMCIA style personal computer (PC) input device. The two said PCMCLA data 

input devices were instailed in a Toshiba, Inc. mode1 Satellite 330CT notebook corn- 

puter, having a Pentium processor, 96.0 MB of random-access memory (RAM), 3.81 

GB of data storage space, and ninning the Microsoh, Inc. Widows 98 4.10.1998 

operating system. 

For the purpose of strain gauge monitoring, two SCCSG02, two-channel, 350 

O,  quarter bridge completion modules and four SCCSG04, twodannel, N1 bridge 



modules were utiiized, Alth~ugh discussion O£ the strain gauge instmnentarioa is 

not given here, as per the statement of subsection 4.1.2, it should be noted that the 

inclusion of 12 channels of strain gauge measurements is what necwitated the second 

SC-2345 carrier and PCMCLA data input device pair. 

Three SCGFTO 1, two-channel feedthrough modules were customized to provide 

buffering, common-mode rejection, and low-pas filtering of sensor signals kom the 

four pressure transducers and two liaear displacement transducers described in sub- 

section 4.1.2. A functiooal circuit diagram for a customized SCC-FTO 1 module is pro- 

vided in figure 1.5. Firstly, differential inputs to each of the two SCC-FTOl module 

channels were passed through an Analog Devices, Inc. of Norwood MA, U.S.A. modei 

AiMPO4 (FP) precision single supply instnunentat ion amplifier wit ti a chosen gain of 

one, set by an extemal 100 kR precision resistor [4]. Having rejected common mode 

signals (at approximately 55 dB for unity gain), the resulting ground referenced signal 

was then passed through a nrst-order Iow-pass filter having a cut-off frequency (de- 

fined at -3 dB response) of approximately w, = 1.6 kHz prior to acquisition by the 

data input device. Power was provided to the sensors and signal conditioning corn- 

ponents via regulated +5 V and I l 5  V sources supplied by a SCC-PWRO3 power 

module located on each of the SCG2345 carriers. 

Digital output from the incrementai optical encoder was provided in the form of 

two pulse trains, labelled channels A and B, positioned one-quarter cycle out of phase 

(i.e. in quadrature) for encoder position and direction measurement. The quadrature 

encoder data channels A and B were passed respectively to the PFII (source) and 

DI06 (up/down counter O) pins of a PCMCIA data input device, via the terminal 

block provided on the correspondhg SCC-2345 carrier unit. A +5 V supply (sourceci 

from the PCMCLA data input device) referenced to the digital ground pin labelled 

DGND was used to power the encoder circuit. 





4.1.4 Data Acgiiisitinn. Software Progranunhg 

Sipals were acquired by the twin PCMCIA data input devices described in subsection 

4.1.3, and processed on a PC as described in subsection 4.1.3 m i n g  a custom built 

application in the National Instruments LabVIEW 6i graphical programming envi- 

ronment [68,69]. The comrnissioned application, entitled LRD-DAQ . vi was written by 

the candidate so as to facilitate the collection of data during field trials. The appli- 

cation provided a graphical interface for operator input and data visualization pre- 

and post-acquisition. User definable options included programmable sensor channels, 

b d e r  size (samples) and scan rate (Hz) selection, in addition to the choice of using 

either an ASCII or binas, type data storage method. 

A sampling of graphical block code for the custorn application LIID-Dk?.vi is 

depicted in figure 4.6. The portion of graphical code that handled the actual buffered 

data acquisition tasks is shown to the left (bottom in figure 4.6), while the remaining 

code depicts the data storage function of the application. Notice how the first two 

rows of blocks referred to analog signal acquisition hom the two PCMCIA input 

devices, while the third row dealt with the task of counting rising edges (i.e. digital 

signal acquisition) from the incoming incremental op t i d  encoder pulse trains. 

4.1.5 Acquisition Syncirtodzatim 

Synchronization of the two PCMCIA input devices was necessary in order to ensure 

that samphg of data fkom all analog channek, as well as sampling of the digital 

counter, was performed simdtaneously. To this end, one of the PCMCW input 

devices was designated as a rnastet device, while the other was designated as a slave 

device. The analog input "AI scan startn (see figure 4.6) signal was physically routed 

via the PH7 (programmable function input) pin of the master device to the same 

pin on the slave device, where it was used as a digital trigger for data acquisition 



Figure 4.6: Custom appiication LabMEW 6i graphical code, illustrating block se 

quences related to synchronous data acquisition and data storage 



synchr~nization. The same was a h  used as acue fa s a m w  of the cawter 

value indicating the incremental optical encoder position. 

4.1.6 Sampling Rate Selection 

A samphg rate of W. = 3.500 kHz was selected for all trials, mainly to accommodate 

the possible high fiequency components in strain gauge signds, important to com- 

plementary research not discussed in this dissertation [Ml. At this rate, according to 

the Nyquist criterion (8, page 1471, signak with fiequencies lower than the Nyquist 

frequency w~ = w,/2 = 1.750 kHz were sampled accurately. Since al1 of the signal 

conditioning modules dacnbed in section 4.1.3 included a low-pass filtering stage 

with a cut-off frequency at  w, rr 1.6 kHz, the possibility of aliasing problems due to 

signals with mue- components above WN was essentially eliminated. 

4.2 Experimental Procedures and Observations 

In order to acquire operational data representative of the excavation process under 

varying, yet cont roiled, conditions, the instnunented Tamrock E JC 9 t LHD machine 

was engaged with rock piles (selection was limited) having varying particle size and 

composition. Excavation studies were conducted under the command of skilled oper- 

ators having moderateIy varying operating styIes, utilizing documented maneuvers. 

The following subsections d d b e  fully the chosen trial excavation scenarios and 

the degree to which their parameters were known. Finally, a synopsis of the recorded 

data and observations is offered, accompanied by sorne qualitative analysis. 

4.2.1 Excavation Trial Scenarios 

Each of the excavation triais was conducted in one of two rock pile types, labeiled: (i) 

local mundptone, and; (ii) Inm mu& The local roundstone consisted of generaily fine 



Figure 4.7: Photogaph of the trial rock labeüed local roundPtone (with 1 yd x 1 yd 

hame for scale) 

grained sandy material intersperseci with larger rounded particles, having a mean size 

of approximately 10-15 cm, and a relatively low density (2.6 g/cm3) in cornparison 

with the Inco muck (3.2 g/cm3). It is this rock, shown in figure 4.7, that testing 

operators at the Tamrock Loaders, Inc. manufacturing facility have traditionally uti- 

lized for loader testing. Admittedly, the low density rounded particles minimize the 

abrasive damage to new equipment being tested prior to shipment. 

To contrast the local roundstone, 33 metnc tomes of Inco muck3 were shipped 

Lom the 7630 drift of Inco Limitd's 175 Orebody (an underground harbrock mine) 

in Copper Cl8 ON, Canada to the trial location at the facilities of Tamrock Loaders, 

hc. in Burhgton ON, Canada. This mck, shown in figure 4.8, was used in order to 

lend credibility to the excavation study results in that the Inco muck was extractecl 

fiom a typical blast at a hard-rock mine located in the Canadian Shield. Note that, 

in the photograph of figure 4.8, the Inco muck consisted of angular particles having a 

broad distribution of sizes, including some wy large boulders, as is often encountered 

31n the mining industry, the term mu& refers typically to M y  blasted (firagmented) rock, in 
an underground mine, which is ready for transport. 



Figure 4.8: Photograph of the trial rock labelleci Inco muck (with 1 yd x 1 yd frame 

for scale) 

in an underground mining excavation scenario. The muck itself consisted of a fine- to 

medium-grained, porphyritic amphibole/biot it e rich rock known as amphibolite [54j. 

The executed excavation scenarios were, for the most part, of one of the following 

two categories: (i) contmlled ezcuvation trials, or; (ii) aggressive eze~vation trials. 

Controlled excavation trials were conducted by a single operator, where a predeter- 

mined sequence of mechanism actions was prescribed. For example, one prearranged 

controlied excavation operation kept to the foliowing sequence of steps: 

1. Advance loader into the rock pile, with bucket in ready position; 

2. Roll back with dump cylinder only, while applying constant tractive eEort, and; 

3. Retreat fiom the rock pile upon completion. 

X variety of controlled excavation trials were conducted in both local roundstone and 

in Inco muck, so as to observe the eEects of both rock pile types on the operationai 

paramet ers measured by the installecl instrumentation. 

-4ggressive excavation trials were conducted by two skilied operators, different 

from the single operator used for the controlied excavation trials. For these aggres 

sive excavation triais, the operators were simply instructed to fdl the Ioder bucket 



as compietdy as possible. without m c e m  for folla* =y pescrihed soquence of 

actions. It was hoped that the results of these trials might provide the most signifi- 

cant insight into the evolution of machine panuneters (Le. motion and forces) during 

excavation, in addition to perhaps an  indication of potentially feasible approaches to 

automation of the loading cycle. 

Rirther to the excavation trial scena.rios descrïbed above, a nurnber of fie-space 

motion t n a h  were conducted, in order to perhaps validate and later identify a mode1 

for the loader mechanism behaviour while not in contact with the environment. The 

loader mechanism was given rich operator inputs, attempting t o  cover a wide range of 

possible mechanism configurations. As well, trials were conducted where the operator 

provided oniy pulse inputs to the cylinders, and resulting oscillations of the mechanism 

structure, also observable in the cylinder pressure measurements, were recorded. 

4.2.2 Synopsis of Experimental Results and Observations 

During the period of study, a very large quantity of data was acquired (on the order of 

approximately one gigabyte when in ASCII format) for approximately 80 performed 

excavation trials. In this subsection, a very smail sampling of the collected data 

is presented as it pertains to representative observations, and to the modelling and 

control investigations that are presented in the chapters that follow. The volume of 

collected data that is not included here should remain on file at Queen's University 

for possible distribution and use in further research. 

Free-space Motion 

Firstly, in order to provide a basis for cornparison with the controlled and aggres- 

sive excavation trial resuits, presented in figure 4.9 are representatiw data from the 

collection of fieespace motion trials. These data illustrate the nature of both the 

measured pressure (force) signals and hydrauhc cylinder length (configuration) sig- 
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Figure 4.9: Representative fkee-space motion trial data 

nals. The top row of plots in figure 4.9 shows the resdting cyiinder forces, computed 

hom cyhder  pressures as described in subsection 4.1.2, which corresponded to the 

cylinder motions shown in the bottom row of plots, on the same independent avis 

scale. The lift cyhder  forces printed in the figure are representative of the actuation 

provided by both lift cylinders acting in tandem, as though there exïsted only one 

Lift cylinder supplying twice the actuating force. It should ais0 be reiterated that a 

negative force corresponded to pressures within the cylinder so as to tend towaràs a 

reduction in its length. 

Note the comparatively high frequency changes observed in the cyhder forces; 



Buctuatians rmt seen in the relRti~ely smoath cylhùer displaEements Observed force 

spikes, and subsequent oscillations, in the cylinders corresponded to sudden changes 

in motion, for example, an abrupt stop or change in àirection. .&O, due to the ar- 

rangement of the loader mechanism components and actuators, lift and dump cylinder 

forces were not independent of one another. For reasons that wiil be reviewed later 

in this thesis, but which are rather obvious, the üft and dump cylinder forces de- 

pended not only on their respective cylinder lengths, but on the overail configuration 

of the mechanism. For instance, one could not change the lift cylinder length with- 

out observing changes in both the lift and dump cylinder forces, although the dump 

cylinder length may not have messurably changeci. Another particular phenomenon 

t hat was observed, dthough not illustrated in figure 4.9, was the extremely kigh force 

produced when a cylinder had reached an extension limit. Hittang the stops, as i c  was 

temed, often resulted in a cylinder force exceeding 4-5 times the nominal. 

ControUed Excavation 

In the consideration of controlled excavation trials, it was learned that there exist 

primarily two operator approaches, with regards to Ut and dump cylinder actions, to 

tadding the fkagrnented rock excavation problem using an LHD machine. The first 

approach is to attack the rock pile using both the boom and bucket actuators, raising 

the boom using the lift cylinders whilst rolling back the bucket by retracting the 

dump cylinder. The second approach, endorsed by the trial LHD machine manufac- 

turer Tamrock Loaders, Inc. [fi?], aims to utilize only the dump cylinder during the 

excavation operation, while decisions on how to actuate the dump cyhder  are made 

based on the operator perceived excavation conditions. Obviously, in order to fill the 

bucket completely and effectively, a significant amount of tractive effort is required, 

although this parameter was assumeci to be approxirnately constant for the current 

research (again, see section 1.2). 



Thmefore, dthough a nitmher af controlled excavation trials were t n ed  pattic- 

ular focus was given to  trials foiIowing the second operator approach, as described 

above (&O given as the example of a controiled excavation operation in the previous 

subsection, on page 52). A number of controlled excavation trials, a s  explained, were 

conducted in the local roundstone. -4 representative sample from these tnds is given 

in figure 4.10. O d y  the dump cylinder force and displacement are shown. since for 

these triais lifk cylinder motion was not allowed. The time period up to approxirnately 

7-8 seconds covers the penetmtzon phase of the excavation operation. During this 

phase, the operator was simply pushing the bucket, with its base plate tilted slightly 

downwards, into the rock pile using the tractive effort of the LHD machine. Note 

that the dump cylinder remained essentidy motionless during this period, but that 

slight positive forces were rneasured by the pressure transducers. This is as a result of 

the rock being pushed into the bucket and causing a moment about the bucket joint 

so as to try and extend the dump cylinder. 

The point IabeiIed (a) in figure 4.10 marks the end of the penetration phase, and 

the beginning of the scooping phase. During this phase, the operator rolled back the 

dump cylinder causing excavation media to fa11 deep into the bucket. Note the large 

negative forces, indicating that the dump cylinder was working hard to tilt the bucket 

so a s  to capture the excavation material. As may be seen from the relatively constant 

slope of the iine that represents the change in dump cylinder length, the dump cylinder 

motion was very smooth and took place at an almost perfectly constant velocity. 

The point labelied (b) indifates the time a t  which breakout4 occurred. For the 

case shown in figure 4.10, breakout happened very shortly after the operator corn- 

menced the scooping phase, indicating that either the rock pile face had a very shallow 

dope or that there was hsuflicient bucket penetration into the rock pile. In this case, 

l ~ h e  term b d m t  rekrs to the event at which the bucket eeapep to contact the rock pile, having 
completed an excavation pass. 
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Figure 4.10: Representative controlled excavation trial in local roundstone 

it was predorninantly the latter that contributed to a somewhat premature break- 

out. Finally, the point labelled (c) designates the time at which the dump cylinder 

had reached its retraction M t ,  resulting in a sudden jump in sensed force, a phe- 

nomenoa that was introduced previously in the context of frecspace motion trial 

data. -4lthough a fidl bucket of local roundstone was not achieved in this case, it 

was observed that data acquired fkom only the dump cyiinder parameters have the 

potential for exposing a great deal about the excavation operation that took place. 

The obvious next step is to compare r d t s  fkom controlled excavation trials car- 

ried out i~ the local roundstone to M a r  experiments conducted in the Inco mu&. A 



representative sampk of datafiamtrialsC0ILdw:tedinkico muck is prauided iafigure. 

4.11. Similar to figure 4-10, only the force and displacement data for the dump cyiin- 

der is shown. In figure 4.11, the points labelled (a), (b), and (c) may be interpreted to 

have the same significance as describecl for figure 4.10. In the case of excavation triais 

in Inco muck, as  compared with those triais conducted in the local roundstone, very 

large (positive) forces were encountered dunng the penetration phase, indicative of 

the rock characteristics and possibly the applied tractive effort. Similar to the previ- 

ous case, for the excavation trial shown in figure 4.1 1, breakout happened a relatively 

short t h e  after commencement of the scooping phase, indicating a potentially poor 

result where the objective of completely filling the bucket is concerned. However, 

one signincant dinerence worth notice is the dump cylinder forcz at which breakout 

occurred. In the case of excavation in the local roundstone, the force at breakout in 

the dump cylinder had a magnitude of approximately 140 kN; whereas, in the case of 

excavation in the Inco mu&, the dump cybder  force at  breakout had a magnitude 

of about 260 kN. This was, for the most part, due to contrasting properties of the 

excavation media (since the Inco muck was much more dense and had many large 

particles), although perhaps due in part to slightly better penetration in the case of 

the operation shown in figure 4.11. Once again, the dump cylinder motion during 

the scooping phase (and afterwards) was very smooth and took place at  an almost 

comtant rate. However, hctnations in the cytmder force bdween points fb) anct (c) 

indicate osciilations (of small magnitudes) in the cylinder, possibb due to shifting 

material within the bucket or cylinder/structuraI resonance due to contact with the 

rock pile. 

Aggressive Excavation 

Agressive excavation trials were admit tedly the most int erest ing of the conduc ted 

experiments. These trials were conducted 6 t h  the hope of observhg patterns in 
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Figure 4.1 1: Representative controlled excavation trial in Inco mu& 

the rneasured machine parameters during excavation, so as to: (i) gain a further 

understanding of excavation process; (ii) gather data whereby a mode1 capable of 

ident-g and possibly simulating the process might be developed, and; (iii) discover 

whether machine parameters, such as cylinder pressures, might be used as source of 

feedback towards the development of a control system for autonomous excavation. 

As was mentioned previously, there were two operators available to execute ag- 

gressive excavation trials. Both operators were experienced in LHD operation. Fur- 

themore, aggressive excavation trials were carried out solely in Inco muck, since this 

rock pile duplicated best the conditions under which underground excavation might 
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Figure 4.12: Representative aggressive excavation trial for operator (1) 

take place. The trial operators were simply instnicted to fili the loader bucket as 

completely as possible at each iteration, which they rnanaged to accomplish exceed- 

ingly well. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 present the dump cyünder measurement resdts of 

representative excavation tri& for two operators numbered (1) and (II) respectively. 

Once again, the points labelleci (a), (b) , and (c)  may be interpreted to have the same 

meaning as describeci for the figures showing controlied excavation trials. 

Firstly, it should be reported that both operators chose to control only the dump 

cyiinder during the scooping phase. IR both cases, the lift cylinder position remained 

approxiinately steady. As opposed to the controlled excavation trials, it was observed 

that the penetration phase was generdy longer and produced higher positive cyhder 
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Figure 4.13: Representative aggressive excavation trial for operator (II) 

forces in the aggressive excavation trials. As a result, more material was coilected 

in the bucket during the subsequent scooping phase. In the scooping phase, the 

aggressive excavation tn& showed stepped changes in the dump cyhder  length, 

as opposed to the relatively smooth motions observed during controiled excavation 

trials. These stepped motions, due in part to the response of hydraulic actuators 

to bucket-rock interaction and in some cases produced by the operators in reaction 

to their continuou. assessment of the situation, resulted in an extended scooping 

phase as compared with the controlled excavation trials. Consider the difference 

in dump cylinder retraction rate between the trials shown in figures 4.11 and 4.12. 



Duringcontrolled excavation trials, aretract- rate of about 140 mm/s was o k d r  

whiie during aggressive excavation trials, a reduced cylinder retraction rate closer t O 

approxhately 35-40 mm/s was noted. 

For the cases portrayed in figures 4.12 and 4.13, both operators managed to 611 the 

loader bucket completely. Although both operators utilized only the dump cylinder 

during excavation, there were some noticeable ciifferences between their individual 

approaches. During the penetration phase, the angle of attack taken by operator (II) 

was steeper (longer dump cyhde r  iength) than that used by operator (1), resulting 

in relatively high forces experienced by the dump cylinder during penetration of the 

rock pile. Although the cylinder displacement plot for operator (1) indicates that a 

stepping action was used during retraction of the cyhder  in the scooping phase, the 

cylinder displacement plot for operator (II) indicates the use of significant oscillations, 

perhaps in an attempt to fluidize the rock pile so as to cause rock particles to flow 

more easily in and around the bucket. This type of action, causing oscillation of the 

bucket angle, is reminiscent of the algorithm described by the patent of Daçys et 

al. [15], mentioned in chapter 2. For the case shown in figure 4.12, operator (1) was 

able to keep the bucket within the rock pile for almost the entire time dump cylinder 

retraction was taking place. Whereas, operator (II) was able to break out of the pile 

at an earlier stage of dump cylinder retraction (although it took apprQLEimateiy the 

sarne tirne to pass fkom point (a) to point (b) in both cases). 

At the very least, the aggressive excavation trials have aliowed for qualitative and 

comparative observations to be drawn regarding the excavation of hagmented rock 

using an LHD machine. Through the collection and analysis of operational data, a 

clearer understanding of the excavation process and its characteristic stages has been 

achieved. It is these data that provide the basis for hirther study in the chapters that 

follow. 
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Figure 4.14: Computed vehicle translation, based on incremental encoder measure- 

ments, corresponding to the excavation trial of figure 4.13 

Wheel Slippage 

An issue not discussed to this point is wheel slippage during excavation. It was d i s  

covered, although too late for any changes to be made, that the use of an incremental 

wheel encoder for vehicle translation measurernent was, in some respects, inappropri- 

ate. This unsuitability was due to the significant amount of slippage that occurred 

between the vehicle tires and the uneven terrain during excavation. Figure 4.14 

shows a plot of the vehicle translation, as computed fiom the incremental encoder 

data, which corresponds to the aggressive excavation trial of figure 4.13. Notice the 

small signal fluctuations during the period fkom 5-15 seconds. Coinciding with this 

time period were portions of the penetration and scooping phases. In actual fact , 

the vehicle was barely moving during this t h e ,  as  opposed to the computed travel of 

over 3 m. 

NonetheIess, the wheeI encoder data did have some usefulness in that it provided 

landmarks for each trial, through which interpretation of the cylinder pressure data 

was facilitateci. Consider the force plot of figure 4.13. It becomes obvious through 



inspection uf the incremental emoder data &figure U 4  that breakout bad occuned 

prior to the 22 second mark, since after this time the vehicle was most definitely 

moving in reverse. 



Chapter 5 

Dynamics of the Loading Process 

It remains clear, in light of the material that has been presented thus far, that further 

investigations into possible techniques for modelling the underiying dynamics of the 

excavation process are warranted. In the context of autonomous excavation, the term 

dynamics is used to mean the study of excavator motions under the influence of actu- 

ator and rock interaction forces. Although there is no doubt that these dynamics are 

cornplex, for feedback control techniques to be considered as a means for development 

of an autonomous excavation system, the availability of a mode1 that may be used 

for analysis and possibly simulation is most necessary and usehil. 

The modelling problem was first approached from an analytical perspective, as 

an exercise in rnechanics and to show potential alternatives to nonlinear system iden- 

tification. Through the use of techniques fiom Lagrangian mechanics, based on the 

material introduced in chapter 3, the loader mechanism dynamics (i.e. motions associ- 

ated with ody  the boom, bucket, and actuator links) were modelled as a closedchain 

mechanical system. Next , a distinct element met hod (DEM) and artificial neural net- 

works were considered, d t  hough only briefiy, as potentid alt ematives for bucket-rock 

interaction modelling. Findy, presented in this chapter are the results of efforts to 

mode1 the machine dynamics, as weU as the loader motions during scooping opera- 



tions in kagmented rack, using the p a r W  cascade iàe~tification CpCL) technique, 

Data fiom aggressive NI-scale experimental triais, as described in chapter 4, were 

used in the identification process for linear and nonlinear elements of PCI models. 

Attempted rnodelling scenarios are provided dongside a detailed description of the 

means by which the PCI algorithm was implemented and applied. 

5.1 Euler-Lagrange Formulation 

-4 first attempt at modelling the loader mechanism dynamics (as an exercise in applied 

mechanics) was done without concern for rock interaction, and through consideration 

of the mechanism as a robot manipulator, similar to the concepts proposed in [33: 861. 

Concurring with the experimental material of chapter 4, only the d-mamie resdting 

from 1iR and dump cyhder actuation were considered. A Lagrangian approach, as 

d~cnbed in chapter 3, was used to derive equations of motion for the given mecha- 

nism. This was also recognized by Sarata et al. [86]. However, in [86], only a means 

through which the equations might be formulated was given, and the technique was 

never actually implemented. 

The Ioader mechanism of the Tamrock EJC 9t LHD machine used for the current 

research, by inclusion of the h e a r  actuators, fomed a multi-ioop, closed kinematic 

chah of links. It is conceivable that dynamical equations of motion could have been 

formulated using only the boom and bucket links of the system, through the applica- 

tion of actuator forces as extemai forces on the resulting serial mechanism. Although 

this more simplistic perspective might have been acceptable for static force analysis 

[33j, the inertial properties of the actuators and the inclusion of explicit holonomic 

constraints that define the closed kinematic c h a h  shaped a convincing argument for 

an attempt at formulation of the system as s closed-chain mechanism. 

Schematic drawings of the Tarnrock EJC 9t LHD loader mechanism are presented 



Figure 5.1: Schematic drawing of the Ioader mechanism 

in figures 5.1 and 5.2. The actuated lift and dump cylinder prismatic joints were 

denoted by q = [ql qd]T E R2 and the corresponding actuated cylinder forces denoted 

by i = [ri rdlT E R2. Table A.3 (located in appendix A.1 on page 134) lists the 

inertial propertiesl br each of the links in the systern. Note that, although the boom 

and bucket links were obviously much larger in mass than the actuators, the cylinder 

component masses thernselves were not entirely insignificant. Table A.4 lists the fixed 

physical dimensions of the Ioader mecha-, as illustrated by figure 5.2. 

.k was necessary, the loader mechanism of figure 5.1 was cut open at strategic boom 

and dump cylinder locations; namely points E and P. The dynamics of the serial 

reduced system were then modelieci through an application of the Euler-Lagrange 

equations, as describeci in chapter 3. The Denavit-Hartenberg [16] coordinate frames 

for the serial reduced systern were developed, as shown in figure 5.3, and the joint 

lMornents of inertia I,, were talren about the ünk fenw of mas, with reference to the base 
b e .  The constants and bd wtxe used to locate the centre of m a s  of link i. Values were 
cornputeci h u g h  computer m o d e h g  of the boom and bu& structures; see [MI. 



Figure 5.2: Fixed physical dimensions of the loader mechanism 

variables were subsequently denoted by q = [qi . . .q6IT E W6, with 92 and qs being 

linear displacements corresponding to the lift and dump cylinder extensions. The 

corresponding generalized actuating forces were denoted by T = [ T ~  - r6IT E ?R6. 

Kinetic and Potential Energy Expressions 

The total kinetic energy of the reduced system was written as 

with 

for i = 172, . . . , 6  ünks, where J .  (q) and J, (q)  were Jacobin matrices, the matrix 

&(q) took care of the fact that the angular velocity wi must be expresseci in a h e  

attaehed to its respective link, and Ii was the hertia tensor for the Link i about its 



Figure 5.3: Denavit-Hartenberg coordinate frames for the serial reduced system 

centre of mas .  Given the pianar motion of the system, for al1 links i 

The centre of mass location vectors r, were next computed From the coordinate 

frames of figure 5.3, @vin8 

A & * ~ h e  abbreviations Si, = sin(qi + G )  and Cij = w ( q i  + e), mmmonl~ used in rhe mboties 
literature, were appiied as needed to simplify the d t i n g  expressiom. 
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Therefore, the Jacobians J,, (q)  were 6nally computed such that 

The resulting Jacobian matrices are not printed here due to their length. Instead, 

they may be found in appendiv B.l on page 137. Combination of these Jacobian 

matrices wit h equation (5.2) produced the translational kinetic energy portion of 

equation (5.1). I t  is clear that, for the given serial reduced system, 



sions remained valid for Link-bound frames. Hence, the rotational kinetic energy 

individual iink potential energies. For each link, the potential energy was computed 

as simply its total m a s  multipiied by the gravitational acceleration g = 9-81 m/s2 

and the height of its centre of m a s  above the point A, which gave 

Thus, the total potential energy was 

By equation (5.1), the inertia matrix WZE formed by adding the matrices computed 

above, such that 



CanVing out the ahove. Ilucltipkatbm and using standard tngonometric identities 

Ied to expressions for the entries of the inertia matrix D(q), containing the dkj of 

equation (3.3) on page 25. 

Christoffel Symbols, P o t  ential Terms, and Equations of Mot ion 

The Christoffel symbols qjr(q), embedded in equation (3.3) on page 26. were corn- 

puted using the definition 

Although a number of the computed Christoffel symbols were zero, the results of even 

non-zero computations are not shown here for brevity. Instead, these computations 

are printed in appendix B.2 on page 139. 

The potential functions $k defined in equation (3.6) on page 26 were computed, 

but again, are not shown here for brevity. These potential hinctions may be found in 

appendix B.3 on page 146. 

Finally, equations of motion for the reduced system were formdated. These dif- 

ferentid equations are not printed here since their inclusion would aot enhance the 

content of this dissertation. According to equation (3.3), they are composed of the 

terms printed above and in appendix B. Additionally, it should be noted that a corn- 

puter algebra package was used to as& in the derivation of resulting reduced system 

equations of motion. 

5.1.2 Holonomic Constraints 

Beginning with the holonomic loop closure constraints, expressions for the reduced 

system joint m&s pi and q3 were computed boom geornetry, and were given by 



where 

-4s a result of the four-bar 

the dump cylinder, between 

linkage structure that existed due to the placement of 

the bucket and vehicle body, cornputation of holonomic 

constraints for the joint angles q4 and qg became more complicated. Consider the 

four-bar linhge structure fomed by points FCDE in figure 5.2. The variable p was 
- 

selected to represent the distance CE, also a function of the iift cylinder length ql .  

By the law of cosines 

Next , again ut ilizing the law of cosines 

where 

The holonomic velocity constrahts correspondhg to the joints ql and qd were 

found by their equivalency to the t h e  derivatives of equations (5.13), (5.14), (5.16), 

and (5.17). If the elements of the Jacobian matrix G of equation (3.8) on page 27 

are denoted by gij, then 



D e r i d m  af the acceieratim constraints co~~espanding tn the joints q k  and 

required the computation of the time derivative of the velocity constraint Jacobian, 

as per equation (3.9) on page 27. If the individual elements of G are denoted by 

d tjsj = zgi j ,  then 

5 -1.3 Closed-chain Mechanism Dynamics 

Given the reduced system dynamics and the holonomic loop closure constraints 

worked out above, the closed-chah mechaniw dynarnics were subsequently computed 

through application of the generaiized actuating force transformation that relates the 

closed-chab mechanism dynamics to the reduced system dynamic model, after the 

technique developed in cbapter 3. Rirthermore, since the resulting andytical model 

did not consider the effects of damping or fnction in the actuators, it was necessary to 

include additional terrns in an attempt to account for these effects (e.g. clql and cqqd 

damping terms) . The resulting nonlinear dinerential equations were complex, hav- 

h g  many terms as  was expected, necessitating the assistance of a computer algebra 

package to aid in their development. 

Steps were taken to simulate the dynamicd equations using a numerical inte- 

gration routine in the MATLAB" technicd computing environment. It was quiddy 

discovered that this process would involve fuaher complications, namely the tram- 

lation of equations into the appropriate computer code, the occurrence of joint sin- 

gularities, and the adaptation of experimental data for use as actuator input values. 

Consequently, it was decided not to tackle these issues in accordance with the bigger 

picture, since these equations only consider kee-space motion of the LHD mechsnism. 

Alt hou& numerical simulations were not attempted, i t  was felt t hat communica- 

tion of the steps taken towards computation of the claed-chain mechanism dynarnics 



was a worthwhile exercise, as  weli as complementary to the problem at h a d  

5.2 Modelling Alternatives 

The analflical approach of section 5.1 considered modelling only the LHD loader 

mechanisrn, without consideration for any interaction wit h i ts environment, namely 

a rock pile. In order to  have any usefulness towards the problem of autonomous 

excavation, the given analytical model would have to be extended to include extemal 

forces acting on the bucket link. Rom a mechanical system modelling perspective, 

this extension would be relatively straight forward in that generalized forces, more 

specifically their conespondhg influence on the chosen coordinates, need simply be 

appended to the model of section 5.1. This is ülustrated in figure 5.4, where fa 

represents the vector of extenially applied actuator forces, f, denotes the vector of 

resistive forces to excavation, and x is the machine state. However, the problem of how 

to cornpute, for the purpose of modelling, the forces of resistance during excavation 

remains unresolved. In section 2.2, it was noted that various empirical and analyticd 

studies have been conducted with the intent of resolving such interaction forces from 

a mixed set of excavation parameters. For example, consider the work of Takahashi 

et al. [102, 1051, where resistive forces during excavation were computed analytically 

using wmed geometrie m d  Enetional parsmeters of the bucket and rwck pile. 

In the subsections that follow, a distinct element method (DEM) and artincial 

neural networks are considerd briefly as two possible approaches to the problem of 

bucket-rock interaction modelling. 

5.2.1 Distinct Element Method 

The distinct element method (DEM), after Cundall and Strack [14], entails construc- 

tion of a numerical mode1 capable of describing the mechanicd behaviour of collections 



Figure 5.4: A 

of particles, modelled as 

: 1 interaction 1 8 
I 

block model for the machine excavation process 

discs (or spheres in three dimensions). The computational 

scheme is based on an application of Newton's second law to each individual parti- 

cle (i.e. d i x  or sphere) , in conjunction with a force-displacement !sw d e ~ c n  bing the 

particle to particle contact forces. Hence, the force-displacement law is wed to find 

particle interaction forces from displacernents, whiie Newton's second law computes 

the motion of each particle based on the contact forces that act on it. 

In reality, the force-displacement law is meant to represent the deformation of 

individual particles while in forced contact wit h each other. However, for the purpose 

of assembly simulation, the particles are simply dowed to overlap one another at 

contact points. It should be noted, however, that the magnitude of overlap is to be 

very srnail in cornparison with the individual particle çizes. The resulting contact 

force is then computed to be in direct proportion with the degree of overlap, as 

though there existed a spring-type element, connecting the two particles, that acts 

only in compression. Likewise, a damping element may be added to the model, which 

again, acts only when the particles are in contact. Models may be constructed to act 

similarly in both normal and tangentid directions of contact, so as to imitate both 

normal and shear forces acting on each particle, although aliowing the variation of 

parameters to dictate the specitic force-displacement relationship in each direction. 

For arithrnetic detaüs of the algonthm, the reader is referred to [14, 1011. 



-49 r ~ a s  mentkmed in chapter 2, the IlEM of Cw&L and Stxack was coaçeiued 

for the purpose of modelling granular assemblies having very smali particle sizes, at 

least in relation to the fragmented rock piles describeci in chapter 4. Nonetheless, the 

technique was recently applied by Takahashi [IO11 to simulation of particle behaviour 

in a virtual rock pile. Unfortunately, since the experimental data Takiihashi used 

to validate the DEM model was derived frorn laboratory scale trials, the constructed 

DEM model used a particle diameter of only 12 mm. In addition, the rnodel employed 

a uniform particle size, as  well as a predetermined (or prescribed) motion for the ex- 

cavator bucket. As a result, there remains much room for improvement and extension 

of the DEM approach to rnodelling bucket rock interaction forces. For example, con- 

sider the use of a DEM mode1 to act as the block titled "Bucket-rock interaction" of 

figure 5.4. Ideally, the Lagrangian model of section 5.1 could be extended, as pre- 

viously discussed, and subsequently used as the block titled "Machine dynamics" of 

figure 5.4. Through combination of the two models in such a way, the simulations 

petformeci by Takahashi [IOl] could be approprîately extended to include the machine 

dynamics, and the fact that a system for autonomous excavation would necessitate 

determining the required actuator inputs to overcome bucket-rock interaction forces. 

Further to including the machine dynamics, the DEM model could be improved 

by selecting assemblies of particles having varying sizes, as is typicd to the aver- 

age hgmen td  rock pite. h fact, there exnt &ady wetk establisheû techniques for 

describing particle size distributions for piles of fragmented rock. For example, the 

Rosh-Rammler equation has been used for blasting analysis [38], which uses tech- 

niques fiom the field of mineral dresing, and has the form 

R = 1 - =-(21n (5.20) 

where R is the fraction of material l e s  than the diameter d,, the constant d, is called 

the charocteristic size, and n is a constant called the unzfonnaty index. Therefore, 

through adjustment of the characteristic size and uniforxnity index parameters, var- 



bus rock pile distributions cnuld be developed, possibly based on actuai rock pile 

messuremwts, for use in definhg a collection of particles to be employed in DEM 

rnodeiling. 

Integration of the above suggested improvements wit h the available experimental 

data reported in chapter 4 could provide one alternative to modelling the excavation 

process. However, some disadvantages of the DEM approach include its numeri- 

cally intense nature, and the fact that the technique would only be useful in offline 

simulations, providing little additional knowledge that might be incorporated into a 

potential controlier for autonomous excavation. 

5.2.2 Artificial Neural Networks 

hnother possible approach to modelling the excavation process, whet her simply the 

LHD loader mechanism or the entire excavation process, lies in the application of 

artificial neural networks. Such neural networks refer to the formulation of systerns 

whose central therne is borrowed fiom the analogy of biological neural networks [60]. 

Essentially, artificiai neural networks, similar to biological neural networks, consist of 

an interconnected collection of nodes (analogous to neurons), where each node per- 

forrns some simple computation over its inputs, or more comrnonly over the s u m  of 

its inputs. Inputs (analogous to synapses) are in turn weighted (analogous to synap 

tic efficiency) and interconnected based on the desired network function. through a 

training (analogous to learning) procedure. 

Perhaps the most common of the artificial neural network architectures is the md- 

tilayer feedforward network where training is accompiished through application of the 

least mean squared algorithm known as backpmpagution, popuiarized by Rumehart 

et al. [83]. In the context of applied science and engineering, such artificial neural 

networks have been utilized for robot control, vehicle control, and even the identi- 

fication of robot inverse bernatics [60]. In fact, in their work, Shi et al. 190, 911 



employed the backpropagation &mithm ta th.  problem of autanomous excavatiw 

by training their f i t e s t a t e  machines (see section 2.1) for individual tasks based on 

data collected fiom observed human operator actions. 

Advantages of the artificial neural network approach, in the task of modehg 

nonlinear systems, lie in its intrinsic simplicity and the ease by nhich training of 

the network may be accomplished. There e-Ust, however, several difnculties and 

disadvantages to the use of neural networks. Firstly, selection of the network structure 

(i.e. number of layers and nodes pet layer) is often arbitrary, often selected by trial 

and error. Secondly, there exist issues surroundhg error convergence to a global 

minimum and the ability of a given network to generalize. Perhaps most notably, 

once a network has been developed and identified, there exist no r d  means by which 

significance may be attributed to its structure or the values of its connection weights, 

providing little insight as to the physical nature of the identified process. 

5.3 Parallel Cascade Identification 

It was decided that an effort to employ the method of pardel cascade identification 

(Pa) for nonlinear systems might be a worthwhile mission, since the system to be 

modelied (Le. the observed excavation process) seemed to fit the criteria cornmuni- 

cated by Korenberg in [MI. Furthemore, it had b e n  reporteci recentiy that a SIS0 

version of the PCI algorithm had been used successhilly by Eklund and Korenberg 

[19,20] to simulate aircraft pilot füght controls, having a dynamic model similar in na- 

ture to the LHD loader mechanism. dthough the andytical model used to represent 

the Bight control system used by EkIund and Korenberg PO, page 741 was rnarkedly 

less cornplex than the system described by the proposecl Euler-Lagrange equations 

of section 5.1, it was noted that the PCI algorithm had no troubles identifyuig even 

sificant hysteresis nonlinearities [19, page 831 in the system. 



Moremer, as o p ~ &  ta the I3EM and artincial murd n e t a d  appraaches d* 

scribed in the previous section, a PCI model that could describe the LHD Loader 

mechmism and resulting bucket-rock interactions would have a known intemal struc- 

ture, and hence yield information that might be exploited towards the development 

of a control systern for autonomous excavation. -4t the very least, an accurate and 

easily applicable tool would become amilable for analysis and possibly simulation 

during controller design. 

5.3.1 Algorit hm Implementat ion 

A multiple-input/single-output (MISO) version of the PCI algorithm was imple- 

mented in the C programming language on a PC having a 450 MHz Pentium II 

processor and 384 MB of RAM. The C language code was compiled, using a Microsoft 

6.0 C/C++ compiler, and called as a dynamically linked library (DLL) for use in the 

MATLAB" (version 5.3.1 29Z15a1 release 11.1) technical computing environment, via 

a proprietary MATLAB application program interface (API). The reason for the use 

of a C language routine, or so-called C language MEX-file [58], was to circumvent 

the severe computationai bottlenecks (e.g. while- and for-loops) that do not run 

fast enough in MATLAB. The resulting C language MEX-file was named suitably 

PCI  . d u  

For the most part, the PCI aigorithm was coded as it was described previously, in 

chapter 3, and in the rnanner published by Korenberg [44]. However, there were some 

extensions included in the final implementation, not mentioned in chapter 3: which 

should be noted. Firstly, up to third-order cross correlations were employed (the 

Bight control system rnodel of Eklund and Korenberg [19, 201 was found to require 

only 6rst-order cros-correlations), resulting in the use of 



in addition to  equations (3.28) and (3.29) on page 33, and subsequently the possible 

selection of the impulse response for the linear system hi ( j )  from 

in addition to  the functions ql ( j ) ,  q2 (j),  and q3 (j). In equation (5.22), Al was selected 

from the integer set (O, 1, . . . , R )  and A2 fkom the integer set {Al, (Al + 1 ) , . . . , R), 

the sign of each 6-term was chosen a t  random, and the constant C was computed using 

equation (3.32) on page 34. Since multiple inputs were dowed, the previously de- 

scribed niles for extension to -0 systems applied. In particular, cromcorrelations 

of the residue yi-1 (n) with the elements of the input vector x(n) ,  as was iilustrated 

in equation (3.42) on page 37, were applied in a similar fashion to third-order cross 

correlation calcuiations. 

It was also necessary to  limit the number cascade paths ailowed in the developed 

model, so that the number of identified parameters did not exceed the number of 

data points available for training. Consider that in each cascade, the sum of dynamic 

linear impulse response parameters and static nonlinear polynomial coefficients totals 

(R + Y + 2) parameters. If there are I cascades in a PCI model, then I (R  + M + 2) 

parameters are identified in total. Although this total number of parameters may not 

represent the total number of independent parameters, it does place an upper bound 

on the number of possible independent parameters. Therefore. it was ensured that 

I (R + M + 2) < ( N  - R + 1), which placed a Mt on the number of cascades ailowed 

in the model, such that 

As a means of avoiding numerical overflow fiom the cornputation of high-order 

polynomial terms, it was decided to normaüze the input signals to  have unity average 

absolute value over the range of data. Mhermore ,  the output ~ ( n )  from each 

dynamic linear element Li, which formed the input to a corresponding static nonlinear 



element x, was ako scaled ta have UIUtg ayerage absalute value aver the intend 

n = R, (R + l),  . . . , T, &er the example of Eklund and Korenberg [20]. These scaling 

procedures were necessary in particular when the inputs to the system to be identifiai 

were hydraulic cylinder forces, having a magnitude on the order of 105 N. 

It is often the case that a model may be improved by including recently past 

values of the output as an additional input signal. For example, if a system has an 

input x(n) and an output y(n), a new model may be constructed that has two inputs, 

namely zt (n) = x(n) and xz(n) = y(n - l), and one output y(n) [44]. The option 

to extend the algorithm to perform this function was incorporated into the PCI .dl1 

routine. However, it should be noted that stability of the resulting model was found 

to be no longer guaraoteed with the inclusion of output feedback, as one might have 

expected. Therefore, to reduce the chance of possible instability, the polynomial order 

was limited to a maximum of M = 2 for cascades that utilized a time delay of the 

output as input. 

Since the intended function of the modelling process was to iden te  a general 

model for the system at hand, and not simply memorize a particular set of in- 

put/output data, the option was provided in the PCI.dïl routine to include mul- 

tiple data sets for training, as is typical in the training of artificial neural networks. 

This was done by inserting marker points (specifically, data points hawig a value of 

1 000 000) between distinct data sets, which the routine used to recognize the start 

of a new data set and when to subsequently jump (R + 1) steps forward in tirne. 

While the C language code that forms the source for PCI .dl1 is not W y  dis- 

closed in this dissertation (as it totallecl over 900 Lines), the p s e u d ~ o d e  of figure 

5-5, written in a C programming style, illustrates the elementary Eramework of the 

C language MEX-file source code for the described PCI . c i i l  routine. The ellipses 

". . ." mark the omission of large segments of code not necessary to understanding 

the intended general message of the figure. Note that the vhile-loop was aHowed 



to continiic. util e i t k  the camputeà modeL MSE (denoted o) arss l a s  than some 

desireci MSE t hreshold (denoted BE), the maximum number of possible cascades had 

been exceeded, or the number of tried cascade candidates had exceeded 500. It was 

typical in practice to set the fixeci value of M E  to a sufficiently small number, so as to 

allow the algorithm to try a significant number of possible cascade candidates during 

system identification. 

Once the source code had been compiled as a MEX-fiie for MATLAB, it was avail- 

able for use as a function from within the MATLAB technicd computing environment. 

The calling syntax for PCI . ciil from within MATLAB was 

where ICA and xB were the matrices cornposed of input vectors for training and test- 

ing respectively, yA and yB were the vectors of output data for training and testing 

respectively, M E  was the target mean-squared errer? the integers R and H were the 

specified memory length and polynomid order reçpectively, yApci and yBpci were 

the identifiecl PCI model outputs for training and testing respectively, mseA and mseB 

were the cornputed mean-squared errors for training and testing, and I was the num- 

ber of cascades in the identified model. Note that PCI . d l 1  was intended only to 

implement the PCI aigorithm for the purpcse of vaiidating the application of PCI to 

modelling of the LHD loader mechanisrn and possibly the excavation process. Mod- 

ifications andfor further coding would be requked in order to extract the identified 

model parameters for subsequent simulations. 

Prior to use in m o d e h g  of the LHD loader mechanisrn and the excavation process, 

the PCI . di1 routine was tested on a contrived data set, representative of an invented 

nonllliear system. The test system was a MIS0 nonlinear difference equation, deriveci 

through modification by the candidate of a SIS0 nonünear merence equation that 

31n In cases, mean-squareci emn was computed as a percent of the output signai span. 



#inchde  "mex.hw // Include the M A U  MEX-function header. 

void pciFunction( . . . ) 
C 

/* The function pciFunctionO perforips parailel cascade 
ident i f icat ion,  building a mode1 based on the algosithm. */ 

i n t  i = O ;  // Cascade counter. 
i n t  stop = 0; // I te ra t ion  counter. 

/* Add parallel  cascades while conditions are sa t i s f i ed .  */ 
whilec ( e > MSE ) && ( i < (R + M + 2) / (T  - R + 1) ) 

&& ( stop < 500 ) ) { 

i++ ; // Increment the  cascade counter. 
stop++; // Increment the  i t e ra t ion  counter. 

/* For each t h e  delay find a d e l t a  response. */ 
f o r (  r = O ;  r < (R + 1); r++ ) ( 

/* Compute polynomial coeff ic ients  . */ 

/* Check s t a t i s t i c a l  benef it 
e = ... ; 
i f  ( benef it = f a l s e  ) 

i--; // Decrement the  
> 

1 

of cascade. */ 

cascade counter. 

void mexFunction( int nlhs , mxArray *plha , 
int  nrhs, const m a y  *prhs 0 1 

< 
/* The function mexFunction is the  gateway (application 
program interface) routine f o r  MATLAB. */ 

Figure 5.3: Pseudo-code illustrating the elementary structure of the C language MEX- 

file written to implement PCI for use in MATLAB 



acas b ~ a w e d  hy K o r d e r g  [44, page 443) fiam McIlr~y [591, =&yed the 

said dinerence equation to model a simulated communications channel. The newly 

invented systern, with input x(n)  = [xl (n) x2(n)lT, was the nonlinear ciifference 

equation 

Using inputs chosen arbitrarily to be of the form 

ri (n) = sin(0.05n) cos(0.0808n - 0.052) 

x2 (n) = sin(0.033~~) sin(0.025n - 0.08) 

b r  n = 1,2,. . ., two sets of input/output data were computed, for training and 

testing, each 1000 points long. The two sets were then passed as arguments, dong 

with various combinations of memory length and polynomial order, to the PCI .di1 

routine. 

Figure 5.6 shows4 the outcome of one attempt to model the contnvd system using 

equations (5.25) and (5.26) as inputs, plus output feedback. The resulting model had 

22 cascades, each with a memory length R = 35 and a polynomid order M = 5 

(except those with output feedback, where the polynomial order was restricted to 

M = 2). The computed MSE for the training data shown in figure 5.6(a) was 0.0457 

% over the output span, and the correspondhg MSE for the testing data shown in 

figure 5.6(b) was 0.1382 %. In fact, modehg outcomes were generdy successfid 

41n d such figures, the dashed line denotes the PCI model output. 
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Figure 5.6: Results of PCI (dashed) on contrived data computed from equation (5.24) 

even without the inclusion of output feedback. In further testing, random noise was 

superimposed on input and output data, so as to determine the PCI algorithm's ability 

to reject uncorrelateà noise. Figure 5.7 presents the results of one modelling attempt 

where random noise having a magnitude in the range of f 1.00 (relatively significant 

in relation to the output signal magnitude) was superimposed on the training output 

data. Note that the algorithm had no problem successfully modelling the testing 

data, as  shown in figure 5.?(b), achieving a MSE of 0.448 % (3 cascades, R = 35, 

M = 4, with no output feedback). These r d t s ,  and others of the sort, c o b e d  

that the encoded PCI . dl1 routine was indeed functioning as intended. 
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Figure 5.7: Resuits of PCI (dashed) on contrived data with noise superimposed on 

the training set output 



Even though a number of potential PCI modelling scenarios were possible, the follow- 

ing two categones represent the rnost relevant of those considered. Both presented 

scenarios endeavoured to model MIMO systems, since in redity the motions of lift 

and dump cylinders were dependent upon the forces at  both cylinderç. 

Scenario (A): Forward Dynamics in Free Space. Both lift and dump cylinder 

data were used to model the forward dynamics of the LHD loader mechanism 

in free space. In this case, cylinder forces were used as inputs, and each cylinder 

velocity (differentiated length) output was modeued by a separate (i.e. MISO) 

PCI model. For these modelling attempts, there was no rock pile or other en- 

vironmental interaction. Moreover, to avoid furt her nonlinearity complications, 

only cases where the Iift and dump cylinders did not reach their extension limits 

were considered. The employed input/output data was similar to the represen- 

tative motions shown in figure 4.9 on page 54. 

Scenario (B): Aggressive Excavation. Both lift and dump cyhder  data from 

the aggressive excavation trials, presented in chapter 4, were used in an at- 

tempt to identify the excavation process in fiagmented rock. Again, cylinder 

forces were used as inputs, and each cylinder velocity output was modelled by 

a separate parailel cascade model. Oniy data fiom trials conducted by operator 

(II) were utilized, in order to avoid possible complications due to variations in 

operator style5. 

.4lthough, as d e h b e d  in chapter 4, the hydraulic cylinder ZengthP were measured 

at each sampling interval and not the corresponding cyiinder extension velocities, 

both scenarios described above utiüzed velocity as the output to be modelled. The 

=The impact of Parging operator styles on m o d e h g  and identification of the excavation pmcess 
was a factor not investigated in this research. 
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reasoning h e m  this 8ms twafnlnr (i) in &IV af Newton's Secand Law, one might 

expect input forces to be more directly related to velocity as opposed to position, 

and; (ii) integration of resdting motions seemed to provide a more smooth and con- 

sistent resdt for cornparison with the measured position data. Therefore, pnor to 

system identincation, the derivative of position data was cornputeci using a fint-order 

finite divided difference approximation [Il, page 931. Subsequent integations were 

performed by a cumulative trapezoidal numerical integration routine [Il ,  page 4781. 

The inverse dynamics problem was not considered since for the data coilected, 

if one presumes that it is the application of cylinder forces that results in cylinder 

motions and not the converse, this situation would represent a system that is not 

causal in nature. However, for the aggressive excavation trials, it is entirely plausible 

that extemal forces on the mechanism result in motions of the boom and bucket 

links (no matter how small), which in turn cause possibly significant changes in the 

measured cylinder forces. In fact, it is this postdate that forms a basis for the 

reactive control schemes proposed in the reviewed patents [15, 771 of chapter 2. By 

this rationale, the PCI algorithm may not be as applicable as originally thought. 

5.3.3 Synopsis of Identification Results and Observations 

Du* this resemch, Mnous 0bhe~ modehg seensios were also sotempted. Nev- 

ertheiess, the described scenarios (A) and (B) of the previous subsection provided 

çufncient results for the purposes of this dissertation. 

Scenario (A): Forward Dynamics in Free Space 

The free-space motion trial data of section 4.2.2 was empioyed to fit PCI models 

using the PCI . c i i l  routine under the dehition of scenario (A). The results of one such 

attempt at modelling of the lift cylinder motions is shown in figure 5.8(a), subsampled 



to a 38 Hz s a m P i n g  rate6- The resulting PCL m o u  (4 cascsdes, M = 7, R = 100) 

fit the output velocity with a MSE of 1.71 %, having been trained on three sets of 

free-space motion trial data. Notice the noise due to numerical differentiation in the 

actud velocity data. As was seen previously in section 5.3.1, the PCI algorithm should 

have been capable of successful system modelling, even in the presence of such noise. 

Figure 5.8(b) shows the outcome of integrating the velocity output shown in figure 

5.8(a). Note that (here, and in al1 subsequent examples) as integration proceeded 

in time the velocity output PCI model errors were also integrated, resulting in a 

cumulative cylinder position error. 

It should &O be noted that there were dump cylinder motions taking place at 

the same time as  the lift cyhder  motions shown in figure 5.8. Figure 5.9(a) presents 

the results of one attempt to model the dump cylinder motions, concurrent to the 

lift cylinder motions above. The ensuing model (4 cascades, M = 5, R = 100) had a 

MSE on the testing data of 3.04 %, lmos t  twice the magnitude of the lift cylinder 

PCI model. Like the model depicted in figure 5.8, training was done using three 

sets of trial data, subsampled to 35 Hz. Similarly, figure 5.9(b) shows the outcome of 

integrating the correspondhg model velocity output to determine the cylinder Iength. 

Several observations were made with regards to the results achieved in figures 

5.8 aad 5.9. Firstly, no output feedback was used for the models shown, since the 

inclusion of output feedback did not signiscantly improve the r d t s ,  and simply led 

to frequent instability of the system. In both cases, since there existed a plurality 

of random choices to be made during the identification process, it often took several 

iterations of the PCI algorithm before a model with near acceptable performance 

was obtained. This was particularly so in dump cylinder system identification. In 

modelling the contrivd data of section 5.3.1, a successful model was achiewd at 

virtually every try. Note that polynomial orders of M = 7 and M = 5 were wd, 

= S i  aliasing became a possib'i ,  however, this issue was smipiy ignored. 
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Figure 5.8: Modelling of lift cylinder motions using the PCI (dashed) algorithm 

respectively, in the models shown. It was determineci that other polynomial orders 

near to, or l e s  than, these values would typicaiiy function as weii. However, selection 

of M > 9 tended to cause velocity spikes to show up in the model output, resulting 

in even larger model errors when integrated. The time-step delay of R = 100 used 

in both examples corresponded to a red timôdelay of approximately 2.9 seconds. It 

was found that variation of the tirne delay, to even a large extent (even f 50 %), did 

not have a significantly observable impact on the system identification outcome. 

.4s was stated previously, for the dump cyiinder, a particularly large number of 

iterations of the PCI aigorithm were necessary before a mode1 with near acceptable 
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Figure 5.9: Modelling of dump cylinder motions using the PCI (dashed) algorithm 

performance was obtained. Even the best of outcornes (e-g. figure 5.9) were not 

exceptionally good. It was discovered that PCI, in the implementation describeci, 

was uoable to idente  situations where the cylinder was not moving, and abrupt 

changes in the cylinder motions were not captureci by the identification process. These 

observations were found to be essentiaily true for both dump and lift cyünder models. 

-4drnittedly, the dump cylinder might be considered a more complex nonlinear system 

in relation to the Mt cylinders in that the IiR cylinders are directly responsible for, 

and would impact most predominantly on, motions of only the boom M. Whereas, 

the dump cylinder itself, as was seen in section 5.1, doses the loop that forms a 
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four-bar W g e  mechanisrn, causing the dump cylinder to  depend more b . y  QR 

the configuration of the boom and bucket links combined. This train of thought led 

to contemplation of the possibility that PCI might be, in some respects, unsuitable 

to the problem at hand. This is discussed further in section 5.3.4. Nonetheless, it 

may be possible that PCI, with other variations and combinations in the parameters 

M,R, sampling rate, total number of samples, and number of training sets, might 

yield better results [45]. 

Scenario (B): Aggressive Excavation 

Despite the fact that the fiee-space motion modelling of scenario (A) was ody mod- 

erately successfd, and that an attempt to include bucket-rock interactions into the 

equation would not likely Mprove the situation, modelling of the excavation pro- 

c e s  was attempted as per the definition of scenario (B). As was discussed in sec- 

tion 4.2.2, operators (1) md (II) had similar styles in that they chose to use o d y  

the dump cylinder, in combination with tractive effort, during aggressive excavation 

trials. Hence, figure 5.10 shows the outcome of one attempt to identlfjr the excava- 

tion process through dump cylinder motions. The resulting PCI mode1 (7 cascades, 

M = 6, R = 10) was again trained using three data sets, and tested on a fourth. The 

cornputed MSE on the testing data velocity output was a surprishg 1.99 %. One 

possible reason for the relatively good result is that only the dump cyünder was used 

by the operator, as opposed to the command of a range of lift and dump cylinder 

motions, as was the case in scenario (A). 

Identification of the aggressive excavation trials ciiffered from the hee-space motion 

trials above in that m o d e h g  success was found to be somewhat sensitive to the t h e -  

delay. The comparatively short the-delay (approximately 0.3 seconds) indicates that 

essentially present values of the cylinder forces were identifiecl as being responsible 

for the motions shown. This makes some sense in that force/motion changes occurred 
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Figure 5.10: M o d e h g  of dump cylinder motions during aggressive excavation oper- 

ations using the PCI (dashed) algorithm 

rapidly as the machine impacted the rock pile, and signincant motions seemed to be 

relatively short in duration. One further point of interest is the fact that the PCI 

algorithm consistently chose to employ only dump cylinder forces as input (Le. LiR 

cylinder data was never incorporated into the model). Therefore, PCI reduced the 

problem to that of modelling only a SIS0 system. Such a result might indkate that, 

should only the dump cylinder be utilized for excavation, information concerning the 

excavation status may be describeci completely by a system that represents only the 

motions of that cyhder. Therefore, a control system for autonomous excavation 



5.3.4 Remarks on Modelling Restrictions 

Consideration of the fact that the LHD loader mechanism itself forms a somewhat 

complicated closed link structure, coupled with the only moderately successN re- 

sults of attempts at w t e m  identification, Ied to deliberation of the possibility that 

approximation of the given system as a causal nonlinear system representable by a 

time-invariant, finite-order, finite-rnemory Volterra series rnay not be valid. Obser- 

vation of the PCI implementation's inability to consistently cope with concurrent 

motions of the two hydraulic cylinders was of particular concern. Of course, some of 

the discussions that follow beiow should idedy have taken place prior to attempts 

at PCI modelling. 

Firstly, there was no reason not to believe that suffcient approximation of the sys- 

tem might be achievable via a hi teorder  representation. Secondly, the potential issue 

regarding causaiity of the aggressive excavation trial data has been established pre- 

viously. Since the aggressive excavation trial identification outcornes were relatively 

successful, one might assume that motions induced in the LHD loader mechanism 

due to bucket-rock interaction may have been sufliciently small in magnitude so as 

to be insipficsnt as far as the causality restriction is concerned. 

However, the the-invariancy assumption is one that merits review. Mathernati- 

cally speaking, a tàme-invariant system is one for which a translation in time of the 

inputs results in the same translation in time of the output. Although, envisionhg 

the form of equations of motion for the LHD loader mechanism, the inertial coeffi- 

cients for the systern of linlcs may vary with configuration, in the strictest sense, the 

system remains tirne-invariant. Consider that if the initial States are the same and 

chosen actuator force inputs are the same, then the output motions of the mechanism 

wil l  aiways be the same no matter a t  what instant the forces are applied [12, page 
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Nevertheles. there does remain one potentially serious issue. If the given mech- 

anism is started in one particular configuration and a unique set of actuator inputs 

is applied, then a specific motion of the system would result. Then again, if the 

mechanism is started in a different configuration and the same unique set of actuator 

inputs is applied, then presumably different motions of the system would result. This 

is mainly due to the dependance of inertial and gravitational characteristics of the 

mechanism on its configuration. Therefore, in this sense, the outputs of the system 

will always depend on the initial conditions, a characteristic of systems possessing 

iniïnite memory7. This revelation might help to understand the results of subsection 

5.3.3. Rom a qualitative viewpoint, the outcome of lift cyünder free-space motion 

modelling was most definitely better than similar attempts a t  modelling the dump 

cylinder motions. This observation rnight be rationalized by appreciating that lift 

cylinder motions were l e s  dependent on the initial conditions, since the cylinder it- 

self passed through only small changes in position and orientation in space. This 

was certainly true in cornparison with motions of the dump cylinder, which formed 

one branch of a four-bar ünkage system. As was noted previously, the results of 

modelling the dump cylinder motions while in contact with the rock pile were un- 

e-xpectedIy good. Though, this may be attributed to the fact that the lift cylinder 

was not moved at a l l  during these trials, it is perhaps more due to the fact that 

motions of the dump cylinder were started at essentialiy the same configuration and 

passed through ah& the same trajectory at each excavation iteration during mode1 

training. 

In cornparison with PCI modelling r d t s  corresponding to the contrived data 

of subsection 5.3.1, as well as its performance as reported by Eklund (19, 201, the 

- - 

7However, this is not to imply that the system has infinite memory in the sense of its inputs. 



overall outcome of attempts at excayati~n machine mdellingwasinferiar. Yek there 

exists a fundamental difference between the two stated successful appücations and the 

modelling performed towards this thesis. In both stated successhil cases, the data 

used for training and testing originated hom pre-existing algebraic representations. 

Conver~ely~ the systern data identified in this dissertation was derived from actual 

force and position rneasurements acquired during full-scde experimental studies. 

In summary, application of the PCI dgonthm to the problem of rnodelling and 

identification of the systems that describe the LHD loader mechanisrn and the excava- 

tion process as a whole was attempted. Although the results might not be considered 

exceptional in that consistent modelling of fine motions and negligible modelling er- 

rors were not achieved, in cornparison with the andyticai approaches discussed earüer 

in this dissertation, the outcome was in fact a reasonably successfu: one. Moreover, 

the availabiiity of developed PCI mode1 structures was found to provide some hirther 

insight into the identified excavation processes. 



Chapter 6 

An Excavation Control Design 

As was discussed in chapter 2, the control problem in autonomous excavation evi- 

dently requires an approach that is different than any of the well known strategies for 

trajectory control of industrial robot manipulators. Hemami (271 suggested that the 

excavator bucket trajectory should not have pri0nt-y in the chosen control scheme, 

since the objective is to fill the bucket, and not follow some strict- specified path. The 

problem is hirther compounded by the cornplex nature of bucket-rock interactions, 

which result in the need for an innovative approach to automating the excavation pro- 

ces. .&o. it was discussed in chapter 1 how the autonomous excavation problem may 

be regardeci in its broadest sense to include the challenge of planning a higher-level 

excavation goal (e.g. excavate a particular area of specified size or volume). However, 

in t his chapter, consideration is not given to the problem in this general sense. Rather, 

the problem was dehed  as one of how to select the appropriate actuator inputs so as 

to control the motion of the LKD loader mechanism to fill its bucket completely and 

reliably, without any need for operator intervention. Furthemore, only the scooping 

phase of excavation is considered within the problem scope, as it corresponds with 

relevant observations made from fhH-scde excavation and modelling studies. 

Though the arplicit mathematical formulation and implementation of a control 



system for autonomous e x a .  of frnmnPntPrl rock lies outside the scope of thk 

dissertation, it was decided that formulation of a controlier design concept, based 

on observations from experimental studies and modeihg, would be a worthwhile 

contribution. Such is the intent of this chspter, which proposes the use of ideas from 

the field of compliant motion control. 

6.1 Cornpliant Motion 

Controlling the mechanical interaction 

Control for Excavation 

between a robot manipulator and its envi- 

ronment, such as in manufacturing assembly operations, has been a topic of many 

discussions in the robotics and control literature. The coacedd shortcornings of pure 

position control in situations where environment interaction must take place have 

led to the development of techniques for control that lie generaiiy under the label 

of compliant motion contml, or sometimes force control [36, 39, 75, 98, 1081. Con- 

sider the classic example of a window-washing robot, where slight devistions in the 

manipulator trajectory under pure position control might cause the tool to lose con- 

tact with the window surface, or perhaps result in extremely large contact forces and 

impending disaster. Rather than attempt to follow a strictly specified trajectory, 

compüant motion control techniques are generdy concernai with not only follow- 

ing a prescribed trajectory, but directly regulating the forces of interaction between 

the manipulator and its environment. One method, termed impedance control [36], 

focuses on the relationship between the manipulator velocity and the forces of inter- 

action with its environment, a relationship that is typically referred to  as mechanical 

impedance. In the Laplace domain, mechanical impedance Z ( s )  may be represented 

(in one dimension) by the relation 



w h e  f (sr is the epuirnnment in terach  fasce and u(s) is the manipularor t o d  

(e-g. LHD bucket) velocity at the point of contact with the environment (981. It is the 

task of an impedance controller to produce a response of the rnechanism that corre- 

sponds to some prescribed impedance Z(s). Therefore, impedance control considers 

the manipulator as  a mechanicd impedance, while the environment a i th  which it is 

coupled is considered as a mechanical admittance. As one might expect, mechanical 

admittance Y(s) may be represented by the relation 

which is in fact the reciprocal of mechanical impedance (70, 891. Hence, impedances 

may be seen as systems that accept motion and respond with a force, while admit- 

tances as systems that accept force and respond with motion. Hvgan (361 argued that, 

as  seen from the manipulator, the environment must be considered as a mechanical 

admittance, and not an impedance, since kinematically constrained inertial objects 

(e.g. a window) can always be pushed on, but cannot always be moved. Typical 

impedance control implementations have focused on either model-based computation 

of the joint andior actuator torques necessary for a manipulator to follow a given 

impedance characteristic [36, 981, or on position-based impedance controlled manip 

ulators [?2]. 

The concept of impedance control has ben considered already as one possible 

approach to controller developrnent for excavation related tasks. Researchers a t  the 

University of British Columbia 118, 84, 851 incorporateci impedance control into the 

tele-operation of a miniature backhoe style excavator. As was discussed in chapter 

2, Bernold [9] proposed that the use of impedance control (in the excavation of soil 

type media) would permit the assignment of a target relationship between the actuai 

position of the excavator bucket and its desired position according to some planneci 

nominal path. A h ,  Ha et al. [26] have recently proposeci the implementation of an 

impedance control scheme for backhoe excavation bucket trajectory following. 



However, the above Unpedance c&01 s d m m s  imply that tàere d t s  some pre 

determineci nominal trajectory that the excavation bucket should follow. In the case 

of tele-operation, this trajectory would presumably corne from the command of a re- 

mote operator. On the other hand, for autonomous excavation, the path the bucket 

should folIow is not entirely clear, since the ultimate objective is to fil1 the bucket 

and not to follow some prearranged trajectory. 

6.2 Re-examination of the Control Problem 

The reviewed patents [15,77] circumvented the issue of bucket position trajectory gen- 

eration in their somewhat common approach to autonomous excavation. Consider the 

Caterpiliar, Inc. patent [77], where lift and dump cyiinder forces were monitored and 

controiled so that they remained within predetermined acceptable upper and lower 

limits. This was evidently done to keep the intensity of bucket-rock interaction at  a 

level where the eventual achievement of a full bucket was more likely to occur. Should 

the forces of interaction become too iow, it would be expected that an insufficient 

amount of material wodd fall into the bucket before breakout occurred. Conversely, 

shouid the forces of interaction become too high, the bucket would Likely be attempt- 

ing to penetrate too far into the rock pile, resulting in excessive forces and possibly 

a prolonged and inefficient excavation cycle. Such reasoning suggests the need for 

a force-based control scheme that does not give prionty to the position trajectory 

followed by the bucket. 

The data from full-scale experimental trials of chapter 4 provide additional evi- 

dence that the application of ideas from the field of compliant motion control rnay 

be appropriate. Consider the aggressive excavation trial for operator (1) depicted in 

figure 4.12 on page 60. After having completed the penetration phase, the operator 

engaged the dump cylinder so as to achieve a cylinder force with a magnitude in the 



neighbourhood of 200 W. The dump cyliede~ - then swtinuousLy co-ded by 

the operator in a fashion that regulated the cylinder force throughout the scooping 

operation. aithough the operator was Likely not consciow of this underlying fact, 

until the time at which breakout occurred. The outcome of this operator directed 

manoeuver was a full bucket of fragmenteci rock. Moreover, in chapter 5, the systern 

identification results correspondhg to attempts at  modelling the aggressive excava- 

tion t n d s  hinted a t  the fact that, if the operation is camed out through motions 

of merely the dump cylinder, force feedback hom only the dump cylinder would be 

sufIicient to describe the online excavation status. 

To summarize, the proposed theme for autonomous excavation is a control systern 

that is able to interpret measured forces in the dump cylifider of the LHD machine 

as an indication of the state of bucket-rock interaction. 

Admittance Control for Excavation 

Contraxy to the conclusion of Hogan [36] that the environment must be an admittance 

and the rnanipulator must be an impedance, consider instead that it is wished that 

the manipulator accept force and respond with motion. Such a situation would be 

best termed admattance control, since a force compensator by design would endeavour 

to comply witb environmental impedmcel and react te eonhct forfes by ehanging 

its motion. Here, the distinction to be made is that by strict definition, impedance 

control presents a means through which the impedance of a manipdator may be 

prescribed by the controller that ultimat ely wishes to foUow some predetermioed 

nominal trajectory. Conversely, an admittance control scheme resembles more closely 

a technique for explicit force control, where the admittance of a manipulator may be 

defineci by a controller that strives to ultimately regulate a chosen force trajectory. 

'A fiagmented rock pile is perhaps best termesi a impedance (after Newman [70j) since 
it cannot generate or amplify energy. 



This n o t e w d .  clifference was rmgnized in Colgate and Hogan [131 and Newman 

[70], where the term interuction controller was coined to extend the generality of 

force regdation to include desired interaction dynamics other than simply pure force 

control. Some (e.g. Spong and Vidyasagar (98, page 2531) have suggested that pure 

position control and pure force control are merely special cases of impedance control, 

equivalent to infmite irnpedance and zero impedance, respectively. However, it is 

argued here that pure force control is more appropriately labelled a special case of 

admittance control, correspondhg t o  infinite admittance. Thus, what distinguishes 

the two lies merely in the underlying objective for control. 

Hence, given the above verbal description of admittance control and the discus- 

sion of section 6.2 regarding the excavation control problem, it might be concluded 

that an appropriate strategy for control towards autonomous excavation would be 

the application of an admittancetype control scheme. Such a system would require 

force feedback to a force compensator of sorts, which would in tum compute the 

necessary actuator control inputs. In the case of position controlled2 hydraulic ac- 

tuators, the compensator would be required to  compute an appropriately modified 

trajectory for the position controlled mechanism. Yet, it has already been argued 

that, for the excavation task, even a nominal position trajectory would have essen- 

tially no valuable meaning. On the other hand, the force compensator might more 

appropnately respond t o  bucket-rock interaction forces by cornmanding a change in 

the actuator veloeity. For example, should the force compensator, by design, decide 

that the inteasity of bucket-rock interaction is too low, it may choose to direct the 

proper cylinder to decrease its velocity, so ss to  not arrive a t  breakout too early. 

Altematively, if the force compensator deems the intensity of bucket-rock interaction 

to be too high, it may select to instmct the cyhder  to  increase its velocity to avoid 

- 

*It is oftm the case that mechanisms with position controlted actuators are used as a baseline, 
while modifications of the setpoints are made by an impedance (or admittance) controk to enable 
the &&g of tasks that call for interaction of the manipulator with its environment [s9,72). 



excessive. penetratbn into the cackpik -4gain, this app~oach is similar to a concept 

duded  to in the Caterpillar, Inc. patent [77]. Except, here the task is formulated as 

an explicit cornpliant motion control problem directed at  the autonomow excavation 

of fragmented rock. 

In the subsections that follow, one possible method for design of an autonomous 

excavation control system, based on the methodology of admittance control, is out- 

lined in brief. 

6.3.1 Force Compensator Design 

The force compensator H ( s )  design for autonomous excavation should be one that 

reacts to sensed bucket-rock interaction forces by quickly changing the motion (i.e. ve- 

locity) of the bucket. In keeping with previous discussions, ody the dump cylinder is 

regarded as avaiiable for use by the controller, and only the measured dump cylinder 

force is employed as an indicator of the bucket-rock interaction intensity. Consider 

the velocity-based admittance control scheme block diagram of figure 6.1, adapted 

from the position-based design of Seraji [89], where fd is the desired force setpoint to 

achieve a hill bucket of rock, f, is the measured cyünder force, which is assumed to 

include a component due to ongoing bucket-rock interaction, and v, and f, are the 

actual velocity of the dump cylinder extension/retraction and bucket-rock interac- 

tion force respectively. Note that , contrary to previous chapters, forces and velocities 

corresponding to retraction of the dump cylinder are assumed positive. Using the 

mesureci cyhder  force f,, the force cornpensator H ( s )  cornputes the desired veloc- 

ity change uf, which is combined with a desired reference velocity ud to produce the 

new velocity command u, = ud + uf to be used by the dump cyhder  position con- 

troiler. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumeci that the position-controlled dump 

cylinder is able to acceptably regulate the cylinder velocity as commanded by the 

force compensator. 
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Figure 6.1: Velocity-based admittance control system block diagram 

If the force error is given by f, = fd - f,, then let the force cornpensator transfer- 

funct ion be expressed by the mechanical admi t t ance 

For a known equivalent rock pile (environment) stinness, an admittance Y ( s )  may 

be selected to achieve a desirable response of the cylinder to varying bucket-rock 

interaction forces. In the most simple of possible cases, one might select the force 

compensator to have constant admit tance dynarnics 

H ( s )  = k 

which, in the t h e  

v , = k h = k  

domain, gives the force feedback Iaw 

In concurrence with the argument for velocity regdation given previously, a gain of 

k c O would result in a decrease in magnitude of the cyhder  retraction velocity for 

Fr < fd, thus attempting to increase the intensity of bucket-rock interaction, and an 

increase in magnitude of the cylinder retraction velocity for the case when j, > fd, 

thus attempting to decrease the intensity of bucket-rock interaction. 

Although the simple admittance mode1 of equation (6.4) might provide a means for 

realization of an approach deemed suitable through Ml-scale experimental studies and 



mndelling observatinns, the comphntxnatian cantrd methdology SffoEds the abiüty 

for greater flexibility in the system dynamics prescribed by the force compensator. 

For example. consider the extension of equation (6.4) to include higher-order tems. 

so that 

which leads to the force feedback law 

The parameters {m, b, k) would prescr ibe a desired dynamic response O f the system 

to varying intensities of bucket-rock interaction, as interpreted kom dump cyünder 

force measurements. Presumably, the particular admittance mode1 selected would 

impact the behaviour of the resulting control system when in contact with rock piles 

of various composition. For example, the inclusion of the force damping term b might 

improve the performance of the excavation controuer in situations where large rock 

fragments are present, adjusting the controller to respond appropriately by damping 

out rapid changes in bucket-rock interaction intensity. 

6.3.2 Modelling for Control System Simulation 

In the cornpliant motion control literature, it is often the case that the environment 

with which a robot manipulator interacts is modelIed as a linear spring and darnper 

system; for example as in [40, ?i, 891. In many cases, this is sufficient and convenient 

to descnbe the behaviour of simple environments. However, the process of bucket- 

rock interaction discussed in this thesis is obviously a more complex system, and 

therefore, its dynamics cannot be modelled by such convenient relationships, as was 

noted by Hemami [32]. This issue becornes a problem when control system design 

simulations are desired. 



In chapter 5 ,  UD machine and rock pile dWvnamics aime modelled usiag ?CI, 

where sensed cylinder forces were considered as inputs to a nonlinear system having 

cylinder motions as outputs. However, the autonomous excavation problem has just 

been described as one that responds with motion to  bucket-rock interaction forces; 

hence, the need for an admittance control approach, rather than its reciprocal. There- 

fore, a model for the block labelied "Rock pilen in figure 6.1 rnight have the basic form 

f, = E(vJ , where the environment interaction function E maps bucket motions in 

the rock pile to resistive forces acting on the bucket. If the hydraulic dump c y h -  

der itself is utilized as a bucket-rock interaction intensity transducer, then measured 

cylinder forces may be modelled by some combined function of the form 

which is a potential candidate for identification using the PCI algorithm. 

Since the assumption, which forrns a basis for the admittance control scheme 

descnbed in this chapter, is that forces of interaction result in pressure changes within 

the hydraulic cylinders, an attempt was made to identiSr a model for the mapping Ê 

using the PCI algorithm on data collecteci during the experimentai studies described 

in chapter 4. Ody the scooping phase of operation was considered, as noted earlier 

in this chapter. In chapter 5, where a PCI model for the inverse mapping Ê-L 

was developed, concems were expressed regardhg the potential for violation of the 

causaliv restriction. It should be noted that if these concerns existeci for the inverse 

rnapping, they must also exist for the mapping Ê. 

The bottom portion of figure 6.2 presents the outcome of one attempt a t  identifica- 

tion of the b c t i o n  expressed by equation (6.8), using data £rom the tn& conducted 

by operator (1). The resdting PCI model (subsampled to 35 Hz, R = 30, = 4, 

no output feedback) waç trained on two data sets and had three parailel cascades, 

where for each cascade the PCI algonthm selected to  utilize velocity data fiom only 

the dump cyiinder. The MSE on the testing data velocity output was computed to 
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Figure 6.2: Modelling dump cylinder forces using the PCI (dashed) algorithm 

be comparatively large, at 10.2 %. However, this was principally due to an offset in 

the test data output, created by training the mode1 on data representative of trials 

conduced at lower force magnitudes. The shape of the PCI .cil1 output waveform 

matched the shape of the test data waveform with acceptable accuracy. These results 

indicate that simulation, to a certain degree, of the scooping phase of the fragment ed 

rock excavation process may be possible through application of PCI to measured 

dump cyhder velocity and force data. 



The control scheme proposed in this chapter forms the basis for an admittance con- 

troller design towards autonomous excavation of hgrnented rock. However. a number 

of important details, necessary for implementation of the design, were not discussed. 

Since cont roller implementation and tuning lies outside the scope of this dissertation, 

only a qualitative examination of these issues is provided here. 

Firstly, there remains the question of how to choose the proper force and velocity 

setpoints fd and vd so as to achieve a Full bucket of rock. Obviously, the values 

assumed by these input arguments would depend heavily on the characteristics of the 

excavation media. Intuitively, varying rock types and particle size distributions would 

impact the optimal velocity and interaction intensity at which scooping should take 

place. For instance, comparing the controlled excavation trials in the local roundstone 

with those in the Inco mu& discussed in chapter 4 (see figures 4.10 and 4.1 1 on pages 

57 and 59), it is evident through observation of the breakout force that a higher 

force setpoint would be desired for excavation in Inco rock (breakout at 260 kN) in 

cornparison with the local roundstone (breakout at 140 W). Through inspection of 

the aggressive excavation trial shown in figure 4.12 on page 60, one might select the 

constant reference values fd = 225 kN and va = 35 mm/s for excavation control. It 

may be possible that suitable force and velocity setpoints be tuned, online, over a 

series of excavation iterations, essentially adapting to potentially changing rock pile 

characterist ics  

Moreover, there remains the question of how to select an appropriate admittance 

model Y(s) ,  and model parameters, to be implemented by the force compensator. 

This problem is compounded by the requirement that the given control system be 

stable under varyllig excavation conditions. Seraji [89] noted that if the environment 

impedance was known to change, pmsibly over several orders of magnitude, that a 

fixeci admittance design based on sorne nominal environment would often lead to 



instabilityty It is reasanahle ta assume that, as the e~r_~vatQLI hucket is pas& hougb 

any given rock pile, the impedance it sees as a result of bucket-rock interaction would 

vary as the bucket is fikd and particles of diverse sizes and shapes are encountered. 

This issue was apparently dealt with by Seraji through the development of an adoptive 

admittance technique for use in force control within a compiiant motion framework. 

It is worth noting that, with respect to a computed change in dump cylinder po- 

sition xf(s) = f uf (s), the force compensator design of equation (6.6) is equivalent to 

a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) regulator 1891. Rewriting the force feedback 

law of equation (6.7) to compute the desired change in dump cylinder position yields 

where the parameters {m, b, k) become the derivative, proportiocal, and integral 

gains, respectively. Although there exkt techniques for tuning PID regulators [23, 

page 1911, it is likely that the necessary regdator gains depend not only on the 

actuator and mechanism characteristics, but on the conditions and nature of each 

excavation scenario. 

Although control experirnents andfor simulations were not performed, the admit- 

tance control design proposed in this chapter, based on experimental and modelling 

observations, and concepts from the field of cornpliant motion control, offers a first 

look at one potentid technique for control aimed specificdy at the developmenb of a 

system for autonomous excavation of Eragmented rock. 



Chapter 7 

Summary and Conclusions 

It is evident that undertaking the design of a system intended to perform autonomous 

excavation of fragmented rock is a task that involves many uique and e e d  chal- 

lenges. Most notably, the conditions necessary for a successful scooping operation are 

seemingly influenced by the complex nature of bucket-rock interactions that occur 

during excavation. In chapter 2, a relatively extensive review of the most pertinent 

literature on this subject was presented, with a focus on those works relating most 

specificaliy to the excavation of hagmented rock and to the automation of load-haul- 

dump (LHD) mining maches.  Despite the fact that am apparently broad range of 

research has aheady been conducted in the field of autonomous excavation, none has 

resulted in the prevdence of such technologies in the mining industry, nor in other 

potentidy relevant pursuits. 

Previous studies in fiagmented rock excavation were found to favour analyticai 

results, not MLidated through experimental means. For example, consider the ana- 

lytical force analyses by Hemami [27, 29, 31, 32, 331 and the propos& for trajectory 

generation by Mikhirev [61,62]. Some researcherç utilized Iaboratory-scde equipment 

to validate approaches based on machine-vision [37, 73, 1041 and behaviour-control 

concepts [51, 52, 901. Fbrthermore, it was discovered that the legitimacy of reviewed 



empirical[21,. 22,611 and anslyticai 101, i& 1Qq studies ia bucket-rock interac- 

tion had yet to be confirmeci by full-scale experimental studies airned at  i d e n t w g  

a control system design suitable for autonomous excavation. Of the relevant patents 

[15, 771, only one [15] was found to pertain specifically to excavation of fragmented 

rock. Even so, it was not through a systerns and control perspective that autonomous 

excavation was claimed to have been achieved. 

7.1 Experimental Excavation S tudies 

-4s a contribution to the task of flling a gap in the existing literature, a wide range of 

full-scale experiments were conducted using a Tamrock EJC 9t mode1 LHD machine, 

under excavation conditions comparable to those found in an underground mining sit- 

uation. The trial LHD machine was instrumented as was deemed appropriate in order 

to measure certain operational dynamics during scooping. Machine parameters such 

as hydraulic cylinder forces, loader mechanism configuration, and vehicle translation 

were recorded, using instrumentation and data acquisition syst ems built specifically 

for the described operations, with the intention of subsequent o£Rine analyses and 

system identification. 

The excavation t d s  were conducted in two very diEerent rock types: (i) a local 

roundstone, and; (ii) a representative fragmented rock (Inco mu&) taken from a 

blast a t  an underground hard-rock mine and shipped to the testing site specifically 

for the planned Ml-scale excavation trials. In addition to the recording of fie-space 

motion data, controiied and aggressive excavation experiments were conducted using 

the aforementioned instrumentation and data acquisition systems. 

For controlled excavation trials, observations were made regarding the status of 

machine parameters during the penetration phase, scooping phase, and at breakout. 

It was remarked that information containeci within the dump cylinder force/motion 



data aras sufnrient ta eqmse a gr- d d  about the excauatim process, Agg~essive 

excavation trials were primarily intended to provide insight into the evolution of 

machine parameters during successful scooping operations conducted by experienced 

operators, and also to hint at potentiaily feasible approaches to automation of the 

loading cycle. Hydraulic cylinder retraction rates, force/displacernent changes. and 

patterns in operator tactics were remarked. 

7.2 Dynamics of the Loading Process 

Having completed the N1-scale experimental studies described above, the task of 

developing a model capable of computing motions of the LHD loader mechanism 

alone and while in contact with a given rock pile, was addressed. First , an analytical 

approach for analysis of the LHD loader mechanism as a robot manipulator, using 

techniques fiom Lagrangian mechania, was outlined. Next, the employment of a dis- 

tinct element method (DEM) and art ificial neural networks were exarnined briefly as 

modelling alternatives to the subsequently implemented pardel cascade identification 

(PCI) algorithm. 

It was reporteci recently by Eklund and Korenberg [19,20] that the PCI algorithm 

had been used to s u c c e d y  identify aircraft pilot flight controls haiing a dynamic 

model similar in mechanical nature to, although l e s  complex than, the LHD loader 

mechanism. Therefore, it was decided that an effort to employ the technique of PCI 

to excavation m o d e k g  might be a worthwhüe endeavour. Details were provided 

regarding implementation of the PCI algorithm, for the purpose of validating its a p  

plicability to the given system identification problem. The developed C language 

computer code was tested on contrived data to successfully prove its fimctionaüty 

prior to rnodelling of systems represented by experimental data from full-scale ex- 

cavation studies. PCI model identification scenarios pertaining to the LHD loader 



mdanism forward dynamics in kee-space and qggressive, ecca-yation taas ~pere r d -  

ized. It was discovered that even the best outcomes were not exceptionally good, and 

that this was particularly true when identifying dump cylinder motions in fie-space. 

Howevero it was also recognized that the mechanical system to be identifieci may have 

depended heavily on i ts initial conditions. possibly explainhg the less favourable r e  

sults of attempts at modelling the more complicated dump cylinder dynamics. One 

further point of contention was a possible violation of the causality assumption. The 

presumption that bucket-rock interaction forces result in rneasurable cylinder pres 

sure changes formed a basis for the reactive control schemes of the reviewed patents 

[7?, 151 and the admittance control scheme proposed in chapter 6. Yet, the aggres 

sive excavation trial identification outcomes were sufficientiy good to indicate that 

violation of the causality restriction did not play a significant role. 

7.3 Future Work in Excavation Control 

In chapter 6, a thorough re-examination of the excavation control problem demon- 

strated the potentid appücability of concepts from the field of cornpliant motion 

control to the task of autonomous excavation. A case for the formulation of a control 

system design, founded on an approach labelleci admittance control, was argued on the 

basis of observations fiom full-scale experiments, m o d e h g  efforts, and conclusions 

drawn in the reviewed Iiterature and patent documents. 

Contrary to a common notion that the environment must be an admittance and 

the manipulator an impedance, a distinction was made that a solution to the problem 

of autonomous excavation would be best achieved by a control system more closely 

resembhg pure force controI. The admittance control approach, which dictates that 

the manipulator accept force and respond with motion, is one that was found to 

have not been evplicitly explored in the literature pertaining to autonomous exca- 



mt in~  Comeqiipntl~~ a uelocity-basedfarce c o m ~ t i o n  scheme rhat would allow 

for transparent definition of the desired manipulator admittance was providecl. Al- 

though actual implementation was beyond the scope of this dissertation, the described 

framework provides a sound starting point for future work. 

The remaining subsections cover mattea deemed worthy of comment under the 

heading of future wor k towards autonomous excavation of fragment ed rock. 

7.3.1 Measurement of Vehicle Translation 

Unfortunately, due to signifiant wheel slippage, the use of a wheel encoder setup was 

found to be ineffective at measurernent of the vehicle's translational motion during 

excavation (see section 4.2.2 on page 63) . In future, it is suggested that perhaps 

a means extemal to the vehicle should be used for absolute pczition measurement 

(e.g. a laser distance transducer). This would be of particular interest if combined 

with measurements of the vehicle tractive effort during excavation operations. 

7.3.2 Operator Commanded Signals 

Consider the block mode1 structure of figure 5.4 on page 76, used to portray the over- 

aii excavation process. In retrospect, it would have been beneficid to have obtaind 

measurements of the commanded actuator inputs denoted by f a  in the figure, and 

not ody the hydraulic cylinder forces during excavation operations. This wodd have 

allowed for rernoval of the operator cornmanded force component from the measured 

cylinder forces, hirther isolating the actud force components due only to bucket-rock 

interaction. Furthermore, such data might possibly have allowed for improved iden- 

tification of the excavation process based on purely operator (control signal) inputs, 

avoiding the causslity issue, and perhaps permitting simulation or even prediction of 

the bucket-rock interaction întensity level. 

Similady, regarding implementation of the control scheme described by figure 6.1 



an page 105, and for idantifiratinnit. wouià hase beenad.tageuus ta have measwed 

operator cornmandeci signals analogous to v, of the control system block diagram, 

since the actual cylinder velocity v, is always cormpted to a certain degree by the 

process of bucket-rock interaction. The extent to which bucket-rock interactions t d y  

influence excavator bucket motion could subsequently be determined. Other issues 

that relate to this matter are discussed further in subsection 7.3.5. 

7.3.3 On Tractive Effort 

To reiterate previous statements regarding the issue of tract ive effort (i.e. translational 

force imparted to the rock pile by the wheels), an assumption was made that any 

tractive effort supplied by the vehicle was generally constant throughout the loading 

operation, and that tractive effort control would not have provided any significant 

contribution to solving the autonomous excavation problem. This assumption was 

weakly supported in the literature in that focus was given primarily to the problem 

of determining appropriate bucket motions so a s  to achieve a full bucket of material. 

For example, in the patent by Rocke et al. it was simply stated that, ". . . the operator 

directs the machine to the pile of material, preferably at full throttle" [77]. 

Nonetheless, it is very much a poûsibility that measmement of the vehicle tractive 

effort could provide further insight into the excavation process. Still, there exists a 

significant challenge in physicdy measuring the level of tractive effort. Engine speed 

would not be an effective measure, since the machine's diesel engine is required in 

most cases to power not only the wheels, but also the hydraulic pump that feeds the 

actuating cylinders. If reaction forces at the boom link joint could be determined, 

perhaps through strain gauge instrumentation, then it may also be possible to com- 

pute an estimate of the tractive effort by considering it as a purely translational force 

acting on the vehicle body. In any case, for the purpuses of this thesis, the matters 

surroundhg tractive effort are dorded the status of future work. 



F'urther to simply varying the model parameters, as was suggested in subsection 

5.3.3 on page 89, there exist additional options for potential improvement of the PCI 

modelling results of chapter 5. Firstly, it may be possible to enhance the results, 

and perhaps identify more accurately situations where the cylinder was not moving 

or capture abrupt changes in motion, by fitting a supplementary PCI model to the 

error of the initial model (19, 201. This second model could have a different memory 

length and nonllliear degree than the original. 

Also, in other research utilizing the PCI algori th,  it has been found that the 

inclusion of a second dynamic linear element in each cascade (Le. an LNL model) 

has somet imes provided improved results [24, 461. 

7.3.5 Simulation and Controller Development 

There remains a great deal of research potential in the task of implementation and 

application of the admittance control design proposed in chapter 6. Although it was 

shown in subsection 6.3.2 on page 106 that simulation of the scooping phase of the 

Ekagmented rock excavation process is perhaps possible through application of the 

PCI aigorith,  subsequent control simulations were not completed within the scope 

of this thesis. -4s was stated in subsection 6.3.3 on page 109, irnplementation of the 

admittance control design involves the resolution of issues such as: (i) extraction 

of the PCI model parameters (not just the hi ( j )  and coefficients ai,, but also the 

normalizing coefficients discussed in subsection 5.3.1 on page 80); (ii) how to chooûe 

the proper force and velocity setpoints fd and vd so as  to achieve a full bucket of rock, 

and; (iü) how to select an appropriate admittance mode1 Y ( s )  to be implemented by 

the force compensator H(s) ,  whkh is effective and results in a stable system under 

varying operational conditions. 



Further inspection of the PCI madel input-output heha.ur shwn in figue 6 2  

on page 108 reveals that changes in dump cylinder force correspond weii to changes in 

the cylinder velocity. The question therefore remains as  to whether the mode1 input 

velocity changes v, are due to bucket-rock interaction, or due to signals commanded 

by the operator. Strictly speaking, the answer is likely that both are responsible (see 

figure 5.4 on page 5.4). If the operator in fact commandeci significant changes in 

cy linder veloci ty, t hen a control syst em for autonomous excavation should perhaps 

not only respond to d a t i o n s  in bucket-rock interaction intensity, but also induce 

such changes, so as to fluidize the rock pile during scooping. 

Consider that the pulsating action observeci in the top portion of figure 6.2 might 

be realized through the application of the controller commanded cylinder veloci ty v, 

by means of pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM). For example, given a 50 % duty 

cycle, a desired cylinder velocity of v. = 35 mm/s might be achieved by pulsating 

the cylinder to a velocity of 70 mm/s. Subsequent changes to v,, based on force 

compensator computations, could then be implemented by modulating the amplitude 

of velocity pulses. Ruthemore, the frequency of pulsation could be related to the 

size distribution of the rock pile, where lower frequencies intuitively correspond to 

the presence of large rock fragments, and higher frequencies to srnder particles. 

For example, in very fine gaineci materid, the described scenario would result in 

approximately smooth motions through the excavation media. In rock piles having 

large rock fragments, stepped motions of the cylinder could help to dislodge particles 

and encourage material to flow more easily into the excavator bucket. 

Finally, while numericd simulations would provide valuable insight towards the 

development of a control system for autonomous excavation, cornplex environment 

interactions make validation of the proposed control scheme by experimentai means 

a potentially worthwhile endeavour. Giwn the adab i l i ty  of appropriate equipment 

for research, the admittance control strategy is perhaps best tried in the field. 



Heightened globalization and cornpetition in the mining industry have lead to de- 

mands for new and innovative technologies, including a push towards the automation 

of mobile equipment. Despite the fact that the autonomous excavation problem has 

been given considerable attention in the literature, only a smail number of investiga- 

tions into technology development have been reported for large and non-homogeneous 

excavation media, such as fragmented rock. Furthemore, there exist very few exper- 

imental studies in support of proposed ideas. 

In summary, this thesis has made the following principal contributions: 

1. Provided an extensive review of curent literature and technology specific to 

the subject of autonomous excavation of fragmenteci rock, with an emphasis on 

works relating specifically to LHD machine automation, discovering a la& of 

research involving Ml-scale excavation studies; 

2. Designed, implemented, and documented the apparatus, methodology, proce- 

dure, and results of full-scale experimentai excavation studies, carried out in 

fragmented rock by an LHD underground mining machine; 

3. As an exercise in applied mechanics, formulateci a procedure and computed the 

equations of motion, using techniques from Lagrangian mechanin, for the trial 

LHD mechanism; 

4. Implemented and applied the PCZ technique for nonlinear systems in an attempt 

to utilize the acquired full-scde experimentd data for modelling and analysis 

of the machine mechanism and fkagmented rock excavation process, and; 

5. Formulateci an admittance-type control system design, based on results and 

observations hom the described experimental s t u d i g  and modelling endeavours, 



that utiiizes sensed forces in the hydraulic dump cylinder as an indication of 

the bu&-rock interaction intensity, and hence a feedback signal for control. 

It is hoped that the experimental data and foundation material supplied by the 

researcb of this thesis will help to establish a basis for further investigations and future 

work towards the development and implementation of a control system designed for 

autonomous excavation of fragmentecl rock. 
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Appendix A 

Hardware Specificat ions 

This appendiv presents specification data that was not included in the text of chaptea 

4 and 5. The following tables offer only immediately relevant sumrnary information. 

For h i 1  hardware specification details, refer to the cited references for each table. 

A. 1 Loader Specifications 

Table A.1: General specifications for the Tamrock EJC 9t LHD machine [3] 

Carrying capacity 22,000 lb 10 000 kg 

Bucket size 6.0 yd3 4.6 m3 

Engine power 247 hp 182 kW 

Table A.2: Hydraulic cylinder generd specifications [3] 

Lifi cyhder(s) - Dump cylinder - 

Bore diameter 7 in 180 mm 8in 200 mm 

Rod diameter 3.5 in 90 mm 4 in 110 mm 

Stroke length 43 in 1100 mm 100 in 2510 mm 



Table A.3: Link inertial properties of the Tamrock EJC 9t LHD machine 

Link No. ( 2 )  Description mi LA a, bci 

1 lift cylinder head 180 kg 10.7 kg+m2 0.407 m n/a 

2 lift cylinder rod 180 kg 12.1 kg=m2 0.448 m n/a 

3 boom 2311 kg 1513 kg-m2 0.515 m 0.103 m 

4 bucket 2776 kg 1792 kg-m2 0.323 m 0.753 rn 

5 dump cylinder rod 219 kg 62.7 kgm2 0.925 m n/a  

6 dumpcylinderhead 219kg 81.6kg-m2 1.057m n/a 

Table A.4: Fixed physical dimensions of the Tamrock EJC 9t LiID machine 

Paramet er Cescrip t ion Value 

distance FB 

distance BC 

distance 

distance EF 

distance AF 

L of to horizontal (acute) 

LFBC (obtuse) 

L of to horizontal (acute) 

d4sing3 + 
dq COS €3 + d5 COS €1 

distance CF 

LFCB (acute) 

LBFC (acute) 

0.826 m 

1.876 rn 

0.780 m 

0.629 m 

0.871 rn 

1.5244 rad 

5.9249 rad 

1.0008 rad 

1.400 m 

0.380 m 

2.700 m 

0.1121 rad 

0.2459 rad 



A.2 Sensor Specifications 

Table AS: PX303 senes pressure transducer specifications (11 

Excitation 12-32 V (dc) 

Output 0.5-5.5 \.' (dc) 

Accurac y 0.25% FS. 

Minimum Load Resistance 2000 R 

Response Time 1 m s  

Table A.6: P-60A linear motion transducer specifications [5] 

Excitation 5.00 V (dc) 

Lineari ty 0.08% F.S. 

Potentiometer Resistance 500 S2 

Stroke 60.00 in 

Table -4.7: Specifications for the mode1 H25 incremental optical encoder [2] 

Supply voltage 5-15 V (dc), v h  = 

Output format 2 channels in quadrature 

Frequency respoase 100 kHz 

Cycles per shaft tum 1000 

Maximum speed 12 O00 rpm 

Shaft diameter 3/8 in (nominal) 



Appendix B 

Euler-Lagrange Computations 

This appendix presents the results of arithmetic computations deemed too lengthy to 

be printed in the text of chapter 5. 

B . l  Reduced System Jacobians 

The folIowing are Jacobian matrices not printed in the text of section 5.1.1 on page 

70, due to their Iength. 



where 



B12 Christoffel Symb~Is 

For brevity's sake, the following non-zero Christoffel symbols G j k  were not printed in 

section 5.1.1 on page 72. Note that any symbols not printed here were computed to 

have a value of zero. 



APPENDIX B. EULER-LAGRANGE COMPUTATIONS 

+ (-m6d2 - m ~ a d  - m4d2 - m5d2) sin 93 



+ i--42 - mods- m4<krsin(* + fi) 
- - C313 = (-2 + 2 m & a &  - 2 m6d3q6)  COS(^ ql + 2 43 + 2 44 + q5) 

+ (2 môd2ao - 2rn6d2q6 - 2m&ad) cos(2ql + 2q3 + q4 + q5) 

= C314 = (-2md3acS + 2 m6d3ad - 2 m6d3q6)  COS(^ ql + 2 q3 + 2 q4 + q5) 

f (-m6d2q6 - m5d2%5 + msd2aar) cos (2 ql + 2 q3 f 44 + QS ) 

+ (m5d2d3 + m ~ d 2 d 3  + m4d2ac4) sin q4 - rn4d2bc4 cos q4 

= C315 = (-m6d3q6 + m d 3 a 6  - msd3ad) cos(2 ql + 2 q3 + 2 q4 + q5) 

f (-m6d2q6 - m5d2ac5 + m6&&6) cos(? q1 + 2 93 + Q4 + qS) 

= c316 = -m6d2sin(2ql+ 243 + qq + q5) 

-m6d3 sin(? ql + 2 93 + 2 q4 + QS) + - m6q~ 

- - C4ll = (m4~2acl+ m5q& + m&3) cos(q3 + 44) + rndd2bd cos q4 

+ (-2 msd3aa + 2 m&a& - 2 m6d3qs) cos(? ql + 2 qî + 2 q4 + q5) 

+ (-m6d2(16 - m5d2ac5 + m6d2%6) cos(2 ql + 2 93 + Qq f 95') 

+ (-m6d2d3 - m5d2d3 - m4d2acl) sinq4 + m4q2bc4 h ( q 3  + q4) 

f (m64246 + m5q2ad - m6<h%3) sin(2 ql f q3 + q4 f q5)  

= C412 = (-m5a& +m6a& - m 6 ~ 6 ) ~ 0 ~ ( 2 9 1  f q3 +q4  + q5) 

+ (-msd3 - m6d3 - m 4 a ~ )  sin(q3 + 44 )  + rn4bc4 cos(q3 + q4) 

= 413 = + (-mBd2!?6 - m5d2~& + m&ad)  cos(2 ql + 2 43 + q4 + q5) 

+ (-2 m 5 & % 5  + 2 m d 3 0 c 6  - 2 fn6d3q6)  COS(^ + 2 q3 f 2 94 + 95) 

+ (-m6d2d3 - msd2d3 - m&ac4) sin q4 + m4d2be4 COS q4 

= 414 = (-2 m 5 d 3 G ~  + 2 md3aes - 2 mad3qs)  COS(^ qi + 2 q3 4- 2 q4 + q5) 

= 415 = ( -inb&q6 + %d3%6 - m5d3a3   COS(^ q1 + 2 93 + 2 44 f q5) 

= C416 = - ~ & s i n ( 2 q l +  2q3 f Z q 4  +q5) - m6q6 + m6ab 

= GU = (-m6d3q6 + m d 3 a d  - msd~am) c ~ ( 2  q l+  2 g + 2 p4 + q5) 



+ (-w&P~+ - &+ &%)424, + 2423 +& +*) 
+ ( ~ q 2 ~ 6  + m5q2ac5 - 1 1 1 6 ~ 2 0 ~ 6 )  sin(2 ql + 93 + q4 + q5) 

= c512 = (-m5ac~ +mgad -m6q6)c0s(2q1 +q3 +q4 + q5) 

= ~ 5 1 3  = km6d346 + m6d3ac6 - m5d3ad) cos(2 ql + 2 q3 + 2q4 + q5) 

+ (-m6d2!?6 - m5d2ac5 + m6&&6) cos(2 ql + 2 q3 + 94 + q5) 

= ~ 5 1 4  = (-m6d3~6 + m6d3ac~ - m5d3ad)ca(2q1 + 2q3 + 2q4 + q5)  

= Cs16 = 'mgad - m6q6 

= 9 1 1  = -m42 cos(? qt + 95 + q4 + qs) - m6dz sin(2 ql + 2 q3 + q4 + qs) 

-mi& si@ ql + 2 43 + 2 Q + qs) - m6ad + m6q6 

= 9 1 2  = -mssimZ1+ q3 + q 4  + QS) 
= Co13 = m646 -m6d2sin(2ql + 2q3 + q 4  + qs) - m6a& 

-m64 Q + 2 Q3 + 2 44 + 4s) 

= Q14 = m696 - m6d3 sin(2 91 f 2 q3 + 2 9 4  f 95) - m6Uc6 

= C615 = m646 - m6ac6 

= (m5~2d2 + m6qzd2 + m 3 q 2 ~  + m q & )  cos q3 - m3q2bd sin q3 

+ (m442ad + m s d  + m6q2d3) cos(q3 + q 4 )  + m4qdc4 sin(q3 + 44) 

+ (-2 m5d3ae5 + 2 m6d3al  - 2 Wd3q6)   COS(^ QI + 2 43 + 2 44 + 95.) 

+ (2 m6d2ao - 2 m6d2q6 - 2 mditad) cw(2 ql + 2 q3 + q4 + q5) 

+ (m6q2q6 + m5q2ac5 - m6q2ad) si@ ql + q3 + q4 + qs) 

= q4)  + (-mscy + m a &  - msqs) cos(2 q1 + q3 + q4 + q5) 

+ (-m&2 - m3ad - m4d2 - ms&) sin q, + m4bd cos(q3 

+ ( -md3 - m6d3 - sin(q + 94) - rn3 bi3 cos q3 

= (-2md3at5 +2md3a& - 2ms&qs)c0@ql +2q3 +2q4  +q5 )  

+ (2 m6d2ac6 - 2 m6d2q6 - 2 %&a&) cm(2 ql f 2 q3 + 44 + q5) 









B.3 Potential Functions 

The potential hnctions Ot below were not printed in section 5.1.1 on page 72. 




